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Community Protests Lakes. and s·treams Proposal 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
. By Cheryl Brown 
, San Bernardino Government 
officials and local residents clashed 
on Tuesday as close to 300 
residents complained that the Lakes 
•and Streams project proposed for 
'downtown San Bernardino would 
put them out of their homes and on 
to the street. 
The phase I area bordered by the 
215 Freeway on the west, 
Waterman Ave. on the east, 
Baseline on the north and 9th Street 
on the south, has been offered as a 
solution to many problems plaguing 
the San Bernardino community 
including : the blight in the 
downtown area; the need to lower 
the high ground water which is in a . 
potentially high risk of liquefaction 
in case of an earthquake, and how 
to transfer water to other entities for 
economic gain. Mayor Judith Valles 
says this project would be the bold 
action needed to turn the city 
around. 
The project is proposed in phases 
and would, serve as a reservoir for 
the high ground water supply. Still 
in its conceptual stages, proponents 
site areas such as San Antonio, 
New Mexico, and Kansas City ds 
examples of successful water 
revitalization projects. 
The residents in tears, anger and 
frustration opposed using this 
approach to solve the problems of 
blight and crime in the area. 
Elder Lenton Lenoir, Pastpr of 
Holy land Church Of God In Christ, 
a vocal leader in opposition to the 
plan said that all of the city's 
cultural resources and history 
would be under water. His church is 
one of the historical churches in the 
area and he feels the city is trying 
to rid itself of people, churches, and 
businesses. "What will be left? 
They could sell the water and issue 
loans to fix up the blighted 
property," he said . 
The water is like gold to the San 
Bernardino Municipal Water 
District, owner of the rich aquifer 
. of water that San Bernardino rests 
on. Proponents disagree and have 
hired a CRM Tech for $114,800 to 
do a cultural resource study to save 
the historically sensitive property 
buildings . However the homes, 
apartments , and other businesses 
and churches in the area would be 
removed by eminent domain and 
there are no relocation plans at this 
time. 
The signs carried by the protesters 
read "No Vision 20/20 Save Our 
Homes - No Lakes." No decisions 
have been made and the public has 
been hearing about the plan but 
until now have not voiced publicly 
about it. The officials heard 
See LAKES on Page A-3 
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San Bernardino Police 
Break Arm of 9-year-old 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Empire News Network 
• T'Onna Henderson, age 9 and her friend 
Diamond, age IO are two of six young 
children who were sent by ambulance to 
area hospitals, including the Arrowhead 
County Medical Center las t Thursday 
night in San Bernardino · 
T'Onna suffered a fracture~ arm, and 
Diamond suffered neck injuri es. 
According to both little girls, they were 
sitting in a car alone lis te ning to the radio, 
when "the police came from all over. We 
did not know what was happening." 
According to T' Onna, a po)iceman 
opened the car door and "yanked" her out 
of the car by her arm. According to 
Diamond, a policeman opened the car door 
and choked her and pulled her from the car 
by her neck. Both girls had their injurie~ 
treated at hospitals where they were taken 
by ambulances called by the San 
Bernardino police. T'Onna's broken arm 
is now in a cast, and Diamond wears a 
neck brace. 
According to the press release issued by 
the San Bernardino Police Department 
four days later, on Monday June 26, 2000, 
a narcotics unit conducted an undercover 
investigalion at Pennsylvania and Mallory 
Streets in the Delmann Heights area in 
response to multiple complaints from area 
residents about curbside drug dealing. 
Posing as "buyers" interested in 
purchasing cocaine from drug dealers, the 
officers made contact with a female who 
sold them an amount of cocaine. When 
subseq uently arrested, the dealer, 
identified as Myisha Griffen, was found to 
have additional cocaine in her possession, 
which according to the police department, 
she had previously hidden in a parked car 
containing neighborhood juveniles. 
Also according to SBPD Public 
See BROKEN ARM on Page A-4 
San Bernardino Resident 
Missing, Parent Issues Plea 
The Black Voice Newx 
SAN BERNARDINO 
A worried mother 
and re l!lti ves have 
sent a plea to the 
community and 
residents of San 
Bernardino. Their 
plea is for the 
, whereabouts and safe 
re turn of Donell 
Vieon Henry. -Henry, 
29, has been missing 
from his San 
Bernardino residence in the 200 block of 
17th Street since Tuesday of last week. 
Presently, Henry is taking medication 
ahd upon leaving his home, eyewitnesses 
s4J.ted that he appeared confused. Henry is 
5 feet 5 inches tall weighing between 90 to 
100 pounds. He was born September 2, 
1 ')70. Anyone with in format ion of 
Henry's whereabouts are asked to contact 
his mother at (909) 883-1124. 
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Judge Bans Anything Related to Tyisha Miller 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The first of the Freeway Prayer Warriors 
went to trial yesterday, and after seeing 
how the jury was being stacked against 
him, John Dastmalchian of Riverside struck 
a plea with the District Attorney's office. 
"They kicked off all of the Black, Latino, 
and young potential jurors," said Mary 
Shelton. Shelton and others who in the past 
thought the judicial system was fair, have 
cried foul in the latest of the falloul in the 
Tyshia Miller killing by four Riverside 
police officers. The four officers Daniel 
Hotard, Paul Bugar, Michael Alagna, and 
Wayne Stewart shot her after family 
members called 911 when she seemed to be 
in medical distress. 
In the latest in a series of events and 
proceedings , Supervising Judge of the 
Criminal Division, J. Thompson Hanks, 
signed an order decreeing the protesters 
were trying to influence the jury (according 
to the Press Enterprise). Hanks said "By 
Order of the Supervising Judge of Lhe 
Criminal Courts of Western Riverside 
County, no person shall be permitted to 
enter the Robert Presley Hall of Jus,tice 
with any visible representation of Ms . 
Tyisha ~iller, including but not limited to: 
buttons, photographs, and .placards. This 
Order is to remain in effect until further 
Order of this Court." 
into the car that his stomach rested on the 
door after he broke out the window. 
Dastmalchian was the first of 20 people 
to be tried in the case that stopped traffic on 
the 91 Freeway, November 1, 1999. The 
group_ thought they were legally protesting 
lhe District Altorney's decision to not file 
charge-s on the four officers who killed 
Miller on December 28, 1998 and were 
fired for devising a poor plan. The officers 
report she was foaming at the mouth and 
Rev. Bernell Butler, Miller family 
spokesman said that the Lord spoke to him 
and he led the weekly protesters on the 
freeway after U.S. Justice Department's, 
Assistant Attorney General Alejandro 
Mayorkas told the protesters in a rally 
earlier in the day that he would not be 
pushed into a quick investigation . The 
police helped to hold back the traffic on the 
freeway that day. 
they could see a gun in 
her lap. However they 
never exp lained why 
Hotard had to lean so far 
Police used traffic stops and video 
footage to identify who the pro~esters were 
and they selected twenty of the over forty 
to prosecute. 
Dastmalchin, was accused of running a 
See BAN on Page A.3 
Bill Pickett Rodeo 
Blazes i'nto L.A. 
The Black Voice N~ws 
LOS ANGELES 
On July 15, 2000 at 1 :30 
p .m. and . 7:00 p .m . , and 
Sunday, July 16 at 3 :30 p.m. 
the Bill Pickett Invitational 
R odeo will blaze into Los 
Angeles at the L.A. Equestrian 
Center. Tickets for the rodeo 
are $10 for children and $12 
for adults, box seats are $ 18. 
In a n effo rt to c reate a 
vehicle that would 
acknowledge the contributions 
· of Bl_ack cowboys and 
cowgirls to the west, and an 
event w hich communities 
would be receptive, Lu Vason 
created the Bill Pickett 
lnvitatiorial R odeo-"A salute 
to the Black Cowboy". 
The Bill Pickett Invitational 
Rodeo was named after the 
legendary creator of Bull 
Doggin', William "Bill" 
Pickett. Bill Pickett has been 
described as "the greatest 
sweat and dirt cowhand that 
ever lived". On December 7, 
1971, Pickett was the first 
African American to be 
inducted into the National 
Rodeo Cowboy Hall of Fame. 
For the past century, 
America's history books and 
popular media have forgotten 
the Black Cowboy. 
They may have been the 
forgotten man of the West, but 
a small group of Black 
Cowboys never left their 
saddles. Like thei r 
predecessors a hundred years 
ago, today's B lack cowhands 
face a new and uncertain 
frontier. A challenging future 
awaits B lack cowboys and 
cowgirls, but their strong and 
proud past contributes to their 
success. They ride, rope and 
wrangle with the best of them. 
Their numbers are increasing. 
Thus the Bill Pickett 
Invitational Rodeo is an all-
star event featuring top 
performers from across the 
nation, that demonstrates that 
the Black cowboy and cowgirl 
is not now-nor have they ever 
been an isolated curiosity who 
just happened to ride across · 
the pages of· this nation's 
history. 
The Bill Pickett Invitational 
Rodeo, is the only rodeo that 
has been performing to 
s tanding room only crowds 
across the nation . It has 
brought a decade of fun, while 
providing an exciting and 
educational event to families 
across the country. 
For more information or to 
purchase tickets, contact T he 
B lack Voice News at (909) 
682-6070. 
_Miller Protesters Entangled in Riverside Court System 
The Black Ynicc Mewx 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
Last Friday, when several bf the Tyisha 
Miller activists appeared before the 
Riverside court, on disorderly conduct 
charges for praying on the 91 Freeway, the 
prosecutors and public defenders sitting 
around the table snickered and laugl_led at 
them. Even the judge pro tern sitting on the 
bench placed aside his objectivity and 
joined'in on the chucklin g when the 
defendants insisted on their rights to a fair 
trial. However, on Monday, none of these 
individuals even smiled when 17 activists 
returned to court, many equipped with new 
attorneys, to face the District Attorney's 
office, which has. been prosecuting them 
for exercising their constitutional rights. 
What a difference a weekend makes in 
leveling the play ing field between an 
agency with almost limitless resources at 
its disposal and a group of activists, many 
of whom are indigent. Then, the case took 
an ominous turn, when the Constitution 
became the focus of the legal system, in an 
attempt to tip the balance once again, in 
favor of the prosecution. 
"This is a court of laws and you should 
treat it with respect," J~mes Martin 
admonished the substitute judg·e and the 
gaggle of -attorneys who laughed at him, 
even as he spoke about his frustration at 
obtaining the evidence in discovery needed· 
to build his defense from the District 
Attorney's office, and his fear that he was 
being railroaded by an unjust legal system. 
Michael Hestrin, one of several prosecutors 
on the case, looked down at his feet, in 
embarrassment at his colleagues' conduct. 
Martin and several other defendants were 
nearing trial dates set by the prosecution, 
trials which could cost them their freedom. 
They were ordered to come to court on 
Monday, to begin their trials, ready or not. 
That morning, the prosecutors walked 
into courtroom 22, and immediately 
frowned as they saw the defendants talk to 
attorneys who they did not recognize . 
Prosecutor Lucy Heil walked up to attorney · 
Joe Hopkins, and said, "you are from 
where?" Whereas the prosecutors had 
believed that the rails had been greased for 
a smooth series of prosecutions to pad a 
conviction rate which stands at 91 % of 
indictments, now the ball was out of their 
court at least for ·one day, and it showed on 
their faces . Hestrin stroked hi s beard 
repeatedly, pacing around the court room 
and Heil, the other half of the team, sat on 
the lawyer bench and said, " I can' t stand 
this ," to herself over and· over, like a 
mantra. 
Commissioner Robert M. Padia granted 
continuances to the clients who had 
obtained attorneys moving their trial dates · 
to August to give the new lawyers the 
opportunity to obtain discovery, much to 
the chagrin of the prosecutors who felt that 
the cases had· been dragged out for months: 
Howe ver, several activists who were 
defending thems<;lves discovered that the 
same courtesies were not granted to them. 
Larry Halstead not only did not get the 30 
day continuance that he asked for, but 
discovered that his case was going to be 
combined with that of John Dastmalchian 
despite the differences in their criminal 
charges and set to tri~ in the courtroom of 
See COURT Page A-8 
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The Black Voice News 
Editorial 
I 
:::){ 
workstw.ith the>district attprney's officeNJ.'he 
lllll;11,11tiin 
to tell 'him {h~tptosecutors had·a numbefofcbmplai~ts agairi~!Jiiip/ ei<ii;1ing hqw 
;he• preii1~i·ovf?ctjgurl~l{tases. It w.is .. repq.~ii,(th~f Tr~slc/~iiig'hif '.v,if~t'.~~io.~.l~ 
, i:rleani Jo. explain . whypit:,~efutorS" riiigl)tJih( papers to disqu\llify :.S_iiirze(frqm 
li~adog 'theJ{d\;~;;'.- Tltis' ciir{also ):>e' vii:\ved as a ~pe of'.\'.prbfili\igi ";Jrldges: are 
selected to 'pi:e<:ede over Gases ba~. on their "tendercies." And it. seems asJqi;>ugh 
Judge'Spitzer iends to fayorJustice and trutbinstead,. of the _pr'o$ic'uti9n( He hasn't 
tie~jt:;ifoidirig''. the'right hi nds, ••_. ·· •· _ . ·-•· ., ·_ .. .. \ f > ·••) ··•· · · .. -.· 
... We. believe Jtidg'bs should: be indep,mdent from .. this . kind of ci;>ersion from the 
pilitricn\ttorn;y's.()fffc~. We kno\V thaphe legal CO!llniucity shops #rouJJclto 
'selectjtidges that haye a·reputation of ruling in their favorfoi various reasons. We 
' thillk ~his)s a gross misrejm:sentation of the confidence.that they, request of us·as 
PfiV:a!~£\tj~ns}o have in ~mrjustice 'sys~em . . , .. ·. . . . .... :.' , 
Tberecerit issue of c;:itatfons for the 'Tyisha Miller protesters w.ho qemo11strated on 
.the 91 Freeway is·an example of why we mistrust .thls system, for instance; Judge 
Thompson Hanks, Supervising Judge of the Criminal Divisibn. of the Superior 
·ccmrt .issued an. order that will bar any person from entering the ."Rober.t Presley 
,-fall of Justice Y{ith any visi,ble representation of Ms. Tyisha Miller, including but 
not limited to: bi.tttons, photographs and placards,." Jf that was riot enough he stat.ed 
thatJhii 'ruling wIU remain in effect until further orilei: of the court. When·w,e 
·shated.this notice with some Black members in the law enforcement community, 
they Tm.mediately said this guy is a red-neck, he is known as "the hanging judge, 
He has'never given Blacks or any other minority group justice." Now whether this 
is true· or not, we don't know. However, this is the immediate reaction of people 
who heard of this barring of Tyisha Mi I ler's name from our court systems. 
We called the California Newspaper Publisher's Association to see if such an 
order. is constitutional, And according to legal counsel, the judge has some 
discretionary powers if jn his/her judgement certain acts could be disruptive to the 
courtroom. The legal counsel went on .to say that we must remember that judges 
are human too and with them, they bring baggage that sometimes might interfere 
with their judgement. They said something happens to judges when they put on the 
Black dress and walk up to the bench that makes them believe they have super 
powers above and beyond the constitution. 
Based on the way Judge Hanks' statement is wriuen, Rev. Bernell Butler who is 
the spokesperson and uncle of Tyisha Miller, would not be able to go to the court to 
stand trial because he can be seen as a visible representation of Tyisha Miller. So 
much so that when a security guard saw him standing on the court house grounds 
just two weeks ago, she walked up to him and taunted, "there are Blacks and then 
there are niggers, and you are niggers." So we know that the judge needs to rethink 
this order because Rev. Butler is scheduled to be in that same court sometime in the 
near future. · 
We believe that this order is another attempt by the "justice" system to seal the 
lips of those who are seeking justice in an -unjust society. We think it is time for 
. the District Attorney, the judges, and the police here in Riverside to do what is right 
by those individuals who do not have the financial means to fight them. We believe 
our justice system is taking advantage of the fact that they have unlimited 
resources from taxpayers to trample and to handcuff true justice in nur community. 
We believe that the police department used trl\mped-up charges and encouraged the 
DA to press charges and now the district attorney is seekin$ out judges who would. 
support their position that the Tyisha Miller protesters should be silent. They do 
not believe that these people should have rights to protest the killing of a young 
Black girl on December 28, I 998, Prior to that date, no one outside of her 
immediate family and friends had ever heard ofTyi~ha Miller. Now, her name has 
become a household word and our legal syst,em has come under close scrutiny, nol 
only by federal and state agencies but by the citizens of our community. 
Judge Hanks is getting his marching orders from the District Anomeys office to 
silence those protesters so that Tyisha Miller's name will be wiped from the face of 
our city. We want you to know that this will not happen. Our citizens will not stand 
idly by and allow a District Attorney or judge to shadow the small thread of 
confidence of some of the people who have taken the oath to do that which is right. 
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The Execution of An· innocent Man 
NNPA 
Texas Gov. George W. Bush 
has Gary (Shaka Sankofa) 
Graham's blood on his hands. 
In the eyes of the world and the 
nation he would presume to 
lead, Bush killed an innocent 
man when Graham was 
executed last week. While his 
father may have suggested 
murder (remember Willie 
H ·orton?) in his run for' the 
presidency, the younger Bush 
has now committed it in his bid. 
Gary Graham's guilt was 
questioned by much of the 
mainstream media and the Black 
Press. Reporters nat"ionwide 
looked at the specifics of the 
case and called national 
attention to the prosecution's 
lack of any physical evidence, 
the incompetence of Graham's 
attorn1!y at the first trial, the 
denial by the judicial system to 
allow him to ever truly have a 
day in court in the 30 hearings 
since then , and the state's 
willingness to take a life of a 
human being on the testimony 
of a lone witness, 
But Mr. Bush didn't 
acknowle_dge the simple, 
thinking rationale that could 
have led to a new trial for 
Graham. The man who would 
lead this nation into the next 
century would not step into the 
.arena of logic and compassion. 
We denounce this. 
The nation which calls for 
human rights and justice around 
the world is at the same time 
one of only six that still 
executes juvenile offenders 
(Graham was 17 when he was 
arrested for the · murder of 
Bobby Lambert). Only Yemen, 
Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Iran and 
,Nigeria and the United States 
· kill their young. As a nation of 
humane citizens and as a 
community of African 
Americans who recognize two 
centuries of disparate justice, we 
denounce this. 
We will not enter another 
century accepting the premise 
that the process within our 
judicial system is acceptable. 
When, in the eleventh hour, a 
pardon review board (filled with 
Bush appointees who get 
$80,000 a year) "votes" via fax 
on the life of a human being, we 
see deplorable flaws that also 
must be denounced, 
We call for what is right. First, 
Graham's original lawyer, 
Ronald Mock, should be 
disbarred for telling the jury he 
believed his client to be guilty, 
Clearly, Mock was not working 
in the best interest of his client. 
Second, we demand that the 
state of Texas, under the eye of 
an independent review board, 
reexamine and reevaluate its ' 
judicial system with regard to 
the death penalty and the Gary 
Graham case. Its findings 
should be public an~ it should 
be given the teeth to initiate the 
process to restructure the 
system. Th ird, we call on 
African Americans and all 
communities to recall this 
moment in November. Recall 
that Mr, Bush has executed 
more people as governor than 
any before him and through it 
a·n, he claims to have never 
killed an innocent person, And 
recall Gary Graham's last words 
as he lay dying: "They are 
killing me. They are murdering 
me, They know I'm innocent. 
Y'all keep striving." 
Congress Should Apologize For Slavery 
By Earl Ofari Hutchinson 
When U.S . Rep. Tony Hall of 
Ohio introduced his resolution in 
1997 asking Congress to officially 
apolog ize for s lavery, he was 
blasted from pillar to post. Irate 
whites called the resolution 
wasteful and racist. Many Blacks 
ridiculed it as much too little and 
much too late. Hall won't give up. 
He' 11 again try to get Congress to 
apologize for slavery as well as to 
set up a co1_J1mission, fund 
education programs to study 
slavery's effectst. and establish a 
national 
slavery 
museum . 
Almost 
certain ly 
he'll be 
hammered 
again with 
the same 
arguments 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson that i l's · 
unfair to 
bla-me Whites and other non-
Whites for slavery and that Blacks 
have had a century and a half' to 
shake off the horrors of slavery. 
These are wrong-headed and 
fallacious arguments. The U.S. 
government, business , and the 
White majority, not just a handful 
of Southern planters, profited and 
benefited from slavery, The U,S, 
government encoded slavery in the 
Constitution, and protected and 
nourished it for a century. J'raders, 
insurance companies, bankers, 
shippers, and landowners, made 
billions off of it. Their ill-gotten 
profits fueled America's industrial 
might. 
Meanwhile, White labor groups 
for decades after slavery insured 
that Blacks were excluded from 
unions and the trades and confined 
to the dirtiest, poorest paying jobs. 
While many Whites and non-
White immigrants did come to 
America after the Civil War they 
were not subjected to the decades 
of relentless racial terror and legal 
segregation as were Blacks . 
Through the decades of slavery and 
Jim Crow segregation, African-
Americans were transformed into 
the poster gro up for racial 
dysfunctionali ty . The image of 
Blacks as lazy, crime and violence 
See APOLOGY Page A-8 
BVN Readers Sp~ak Out: What's On Your M.ind? 
ON THE MURDER OF GARY 
GRAHAM 
Representative Cynthia A, 
McKinney (D-GA), spok~ on the 
house floor recently to try and 
reason with Texas Governor and 
Presidential Candidate George W. 
Bush on behalf of condemned 
inmate Gary Graham. 
Gary Graham was convicted of 
capital murder on the word of a 
single eyewitness to a holdup 
outside a supermarket back in 
1981, when he was only 17 years 
old, His conviction ra ised 
questions from the very start. 
Noting that ballistics tests 
revealed that Graham's gun was 
not even the murder weapon, ."A 
federal court has a lready stated 
that there is significant evidence 
to support Gary Graham's claim 
of innocence," McKinney stated, 
McKinney chided Bush' s 
international .experience by 
saying that his "death row 
experience has put Texas right in 
line with Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Saudi Arabia, and Democratic 
Republic of Congo as 
executionists of juvenile 
offenders." 
And now, many Americans are 
angry tonight, with good reason. 
"George Bush has aided and 
abetted in the murder of yet 
another Black man," says 
McKinney. 
In previou~ statements , 
McKinney has spoken out against 
spurious recently-released reports 
by the D~partment of Justice and 
the Central Intelligence Agency 
absolving the United States 
Government of any responsibility 
in the killing of Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. and of the crack cocaine 
) 
epidemic in Black America. 
"Gary Graham could very well_ 
Family Talks 
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D. 
have been innocent of the capital 
crime he died for. There was 
credible evidence according to 
Federal Court , of Graham's 
innocence. But because of the 
flawed system of justice in 
America, too many Black men 
have been victims of state-
sanctioned injustice," says 
McKinney, 
From the Office of 
Congresswoman Cynthia 
McKinney 
CRIME AND RACE FEARS STILL 
FUEL DEATH PENALTY MANIA 
Have Americans taken leave of 
their senses? Have people 
forgotten the Bush-Reagan era 
See SPEAK OUT Page A-3 
Post Civil War Negro R~ligious 
"why grab hold of earthly things 
which will ultimately disappear 
because they wear out, change, 
are taken by others, or are left 
behind at death." Besides, as 
part of their sense of community 
"things" were "shared," perhaps 
never to be seen again, Instead, 
they focused on a good family 
and social life -- the building of 
bonds of affection. 
Common European Tendency 
of Attributing Human 
Emotions to God -- like anger. 
My church also taught that My 
Purpose in Life is to Make 
Myself More Loving, More 
Lovable, and More Helpful to 
Others. Such teachings give 
members a strong sense of self --
a foundational stone for 
enduring inhum anities , 
respecting others , and 
appreciating nature. Another of 
their persisting African concepts 
is to never "throw 'away' 
anybody in the community, 
As the " N ecessity B lack 
Togetherness" period ( 1865 -
1965) started fragmentating into 
class distinctions, so did African 
American reli g ions . For 
example, instead of only one 
serving the community,_churches 
• sprang up 'around every comer," 
The Black upper class ten ded 
toward the more formal 
Episcopal church or 
Congregational Church -- with 
their well-educated clergy and 
small number of members. , 
Even though Bush claimed that 
the Texas State Board of Pardons 
and Paroles had the final 
authority of Graham's execution, 
it was Bush who actually gave 
the go-ahead. 
As of tonight, Texas has 
execute d 134 prisone rs si nce 
Bush has been Governor. Texas 
As a boy, the h eat inside 
Southern Negro churches really 
impressed me. If God gives 
,"credit points" for worshipp'ing 
efforts then those church goers 
were far a lo ng on the path to 
heaven, Each member picked up 
at the church entrance a hand fan 
donated by a funeral home. The 
fanning don e by everybody 
would create a continuous . low 
level hum throughout the long 
sermons. "The look" the 
deacons gave us squirming and 
sweating kids conveyed the idea 
that We Must Focus on God 
and Not on How We Felt. This 
attitude, I suspect, came from 
the Negro tradition of making 
spiritual life the top priority. 
During l}SA s lave ry this was 
easy because slaves were not 
a llowed to own any material 
thing and therefore they shared 
what little they ha d . Even in 
ancient African religions the 
idea of worldly "non-
attachment" to material things 
was prominent. In effect, it said: 
This pervading concept of 
"non-attachment" was extremely 
freeing to the religious nature of 
African Americans. Not only 
could they be free to be who 
they really were with each other 
(and not hide possessions) but 
they could be completely free to 
focus on God. Thus, matters of 
the spirit as a way of life were 
their most important concern. 
Of little importance were trivial 
things like the dustiness of 
church roads or how hot it was 
in c hurc h . Otherwise Black 
church es, particularly the 
Baptist, have exercised strong 
religious as well as educational 
influence over colored people. 
They, like my A .M.E. Zion 
church minister, urged Negroes 
to a higher standard of living in 
every aspect of life. For me, the 
most striking teaching was that 
Since God is Love There is No 
Reason to Fear God~ Long as 
We .are "On the Path of Love." 
Instead, to be feared is what will 
happen to us from getting off 
" the love path." These concepts 
are quite different from the 
However, the majority of middle , , ! 
, > 
· has the national record for 
executions even though a 
majority of Texans fee l that 
innocent people h a ve been 
wrong ly murdered, McKinney 
says . that, · "the organi zed 
extermination of Black men has 
the stench of a new holocaust." 
and lower cla~s Negroes havt: 
stayed in the Baptist and AME 
churches where there are more 
open displays of emotions. 
Incidentally, the husband of my 
great, great, grandmother was a 
founder and leader of the Black 
Baptist Church of Macedonia. 
Joseph A_ Bailey, II, M.D 
IFESTYLES • Health 
• Fitness 
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- It's African Marketplace Time - Exhibitors· and Volunteers Wanted 
The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES 
"A Millennial Celebration of 
Africa's Spanish/Latin Legacy" 
is the theme for the 15th Annual 
Los Angeles African 
Marketplace & Cultural Faire's 
three weekend extravaganza of 
entertainment; special events 
and festivals; shop Africa, The 
Caribbean and Latin America; 
exotic cuisine and soul foods 
and much, much, more. This 
year's African Marketplace 
takes place on Saturday and 
Sunday, August 19, 20 and 26, 
27 and the Labor Day Holiday 
weekend, September 2, 3 and 4 
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. ~t 
Rancho Cienega Park, 5001 
applications. Exhibitors should 
have adequate insurance 
, protection. Exhibitors must 
provide personal staffs. 
Each year hundreds of 
volunteers help to make the . 
Annual Los Angeles African 
Marketplace & Cultural faire a 
successful nationally and 
iptemationally recognized event. · 
Prospective exhibitors and 
potential volunteers may call the 
African Marketplace office for 
applications (213) 847-1540. 
The African Marketplace & 
Cultural Faire is produced by 
The African Marketplace, Inc., a 
Federal and State of California 
approved 50 I c(3) nonprofit 
organization. 
Jazz Up Your Exercise Help Decide How Federal 
HIV/AIDS Money Will Be Spent 
Our Bodies 
Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D. 
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. 
Dear Dr. Levister: I recently 
started an exercise program. 
I'm pumped up and actually 
lost five pounds. In the past I 
dropped out after two months. 
What can I do to stay 
motivated? 
J.C. 
Dear J.C.: Variety is said to 
be the spice of life, but it's also 
the key ingredient in the recipe 
for a healthy lifestyle. If you 
adopt a fitness plan that 
involves a wide variety of fun 
and interesting activities, you 
are far more likely to stick to 
your exercise regimen over the 
long haul. 
Research shows 50 percent of 
those who start a fitness 
program drop out after six 
months. On~ of the biggest 
reasons for the drop-off is 
boredom. The same tired 
routine, even an effective one, 
can b_ecome dull overtime. 
Most people .don't like to 
exercise. So if exercising feels 
more like drudgery than fun, 
chances are you won' t be doing 
it for long. Don't force yourself 
to do traditional exercise 
activities like running on a 
treadmill or using a stair 
climber, that can be boring. 
Add a dash of creativity' to a 
lackluster routine. Walk in the 
park two days a week, one day 
on the indoor treadmill. Instead 
of e-mailing that spe_cial 
someone make a date for a bike 
trip. Take a picnic lunch, find 
scenic areas for rest stops. Try 
rollerblading, swimming or take 
a hike in the mountains. 
Try incorporating exerdse 
little-by-little into your daily 
·routine. Take the stairs instead 
of the elevator, go for a walk 
during lunch, leave your car and 
cycle to work. Working toward 
a goal can keep your motivation 
high. Remember to make your 
health goals specific and 
reasonable. That is where many 
of us fail. 
Instead if aiming for a generic 
goal such as I want to lose 
weight and get in shape, pick an 
, achievable target, such as 
getting back into your old pair 
of jeans or being able to jog 
five miles by year's end. 
Above all m~e your exercise 
regimen fun. Remember to 
reward yourself. A colorful t-
shirt, funky hat, or a new pair of 
workout shoes can boost a 
sagging regimen. If you add a 
bit of zest ·to your workout, 
you' II be sure to kick up your 
energy and enthusiasm for 
. \ 
~ 
exercise. 
Dr. Levister welcomes reader 
mail concerning their body but 
regrets that he canrtot answer 
individual letters. Your letters 
will be incorporated into the 
column as space permits. You 
may direct your letters to Dr. 
Levister in care of Voice News, 
P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 
92502. 
Rodeo Road in southwest Los 
Angeles. 
Exporters and importers of 
African textiles, clothes, 
jewelry, sculpture and art are 
being considered for 
participation as exhibitors at 
The 2000 African Marketplace. 
Other small business 
entrepreneurs -- with unique 
items of interest to the African 
American, Spanish/Latino 
heritage communities, residents 
of greater Los Angeles, tourists 
and visitors to Southern 
California -- may also apply. A 
$25.00 non-refundable exhibitor 
fee is due with submission of 
Become a member of the 
Inland Empire HIV Planning Council 
Recruitment until Friday, July 7th , 
Contact Planning Council Staff at (909) 387-6653 
or at IEHIVPC w~h.co.san-bemardino.ca.us 
I ~ I ~i.'.'lJ George 
C 
' 
® 
4th of July 
Summer~ Fun 
... ' . ✓./" 
...... 
Savings! 
12.99 
BEACH TOWELS 
Reg. 14.99-16.99. 
Beach huggy pillow, SALE 6. 99 
Beach mot, SALE 8. 99 
Colors and pattern$ may vary by' store 
40%off all swimwear 
ALL FAMILY SWIMWEAR AND COVER-UPS. Includes ladies', men's and kids'. 
Reduction is off reg. prices, Styles vary by store 
All family beachwear and ·sandals 
Buy one, get one 50%off 
MIX AND MATCH STYLES! Buy one pair of beachwear or sandals at.the reg: price and get the 
· second pair (of equal or lesser value) at 50% OFF the reg. pnce. 
ln·,tock rMrchondise only 
SALE! 
GATORADE 
Assorted Ravors; 
64 A. oz. 
__ , .. 
Plus deposit where applicable 
$1 SALE! SNACKS 
Pringles original or Right Crisps, 6-7-oz.; 
Bugles, 5-6-oz.*; or Chex Mix, 7 . .4-8-oz.' 
'Netwl. 
88¢ SALE! 
BEANS OR CONDIMENTS 
Bush's Baked Beans, 28-oz. net wt.; 
French's mustard, 16-oz. net wt.; 
or Heinz ketchup, 2.4-oz. net wt. 
t 
indoor/ ou 
• IMMERSIBl£ 
ONCE PROBE 
IS REMOVED 
• ADJUSTABLE 
TEMPERATURE 
2/$9 SALE! 
BRAWNY PAPER'TOWELS. 
6-roll pkg. 
2/$5 SALE! , 
HEFTY PLATES. 125-ct. foam plates 
or 60:ct. comportment plates; Elegantware, 
7¾", 91"' or 10¾"; or Scott .400-ct. napkins. 
Merchandise also available at Su 
SAL£ PRICE;S EFFECTIVE 
JUNE 2S - JULV 1, 2000 
' I 
, 
I 
, 
' 
' ' ' \ 
Bu·s1NESS • Financial • Real Estate Attention Fleetwood Employees Current & Former .Fleetwood Manufacturing Employees: Seeking Information on overtime policies and any work performed off-the-
clock for natlnoal class action law suit. Call 1-800-862-4879, Mon-
Fri 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. • Lifestyles 
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Ralphs, Food 4··1 ess Sign Contract with RPU 
The Black Voice News Under the contract agreements, 
RIVERSIDE · Riverside Public Utilities will 
Ralphs Grocery Company and 
their parent The Kroger 
Company have signed on with 
Riverside Public Utilities (RPU) 
to be the power suppli~r for their 
retail outlets and distribution 
facility located within the •City of 
Riverside. 
provide power to three Ralphs 
arid two Food 4 Less grocery 
markets through May 2003 as 
well as lo the company's one 
million square foot distribution 
facility through May of 2005. 
These individualized, cost-
.. 
based rate contracts will result in 
reducing annual energy charges 
at these locations as well as 
benefit the city by retaining 
electric revenues. Utility 
·customers will also benefit 
through the continued 
contribution from Ralphs 
Grocery Company to overall 
Pacheco Coordinates Fund for Goeske Center 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Assemblyman Rod Pacheco 
CR-Riverside) announced that he 
is sponsoring a signature drive 
urging the Governor to include 
the Janet Goeske Senior Center 
in the State Budget again this 
year. 
Last year, Pacheco was 
successful in procuring 
$150,000 for the Center to 
expand their facility. This year, 
Pacheco has requested funds for 
the Senior Center. If approved 
by the Governor, the funds will 
be used to continue the 
.expansion., which will allow the 
Center to better serve the 
growing population of seniors 
in Riverside County. 
"I requested funding last year 
BROKEN ARM 
Continued from Front Page 
Information Offjcer, Lt. W.D. 
Smith, none of the juveniles 
connected to the car Myisha • 
Green was using were injured. 
When asked about the children 
injured who were not a part of 
any drug activity, Lt. Smith 
Assemblyman Rod Pacheco 
for the Janet Goeske Senior 
Center, and was extremely 
pleased that the Governor 
approved the request. . This year 
I would like to ensure that the 
Governor understands that, 
stated that the Internal Affairs 
investigation was "only 50% 
complete." According to Lt. 
Smith, the investigation of the 
incident is being conducted by 
SBPD Internal Affairs . 
However, when Westside Story 
Publisher Wallace Allen 
while last year 's funding is 
greatly appreciated, it is 
important that the Center 
receive additional support to 
continue their necessary 
expansion," Pacheco said. 
Pacheco's office is working 
closely with the Janet Qoeske 
Senior Center to ·circulate 
postcards for signatures. The 
postcards, which highlight the 
projects, are being collected by 
Pacheco's office and mailed to 
the Governor in an effort to 
convince him to include the 
funding in the 2000-01 
California State Budget. 
For more information contact 
Laura Ortega in Assemblyman 
Pacheco's district office at (909) 
369-6644. 
interviewed several children and 
parents last Friday, the officers 
questioning the children were 
i?entified as having come from 
the Yucaipa Station of the San 
Bernardino County Sherrif's 
Department. 
system costs. 
These contracts place Ralphs as 
RPU's second largest customer. 
"This is a very important account ., 
for the Utility," said Deputy 
Public Utilities Dire'ctor David 
H. Wright. "It shows their 
confidence in the reliability of 
our service and in the rate 
package we can offer our 
commercial customers." 
Mike Toman, Energy Manager 
for Ralphs Grocery Company 
supported Wright's feelings. 
"We saw this as a good 
opportunity to work with the city 
an maintain our partnership," 
Toman said. "This is a very 
good agreement, one that is 
beneficial for all. Any time we 
can control our costs it benefits 
our customers." 
Riverside Public Utilities is a 
consumer owned· water and 
electric utility serving more than 
90,000 customers in the city of 
Riverside. 
Assemblyman Ced'illo Visits Eastside School 
The Black Voice Mews 
LOS ANGELES 
Assemblyman Gil Cedillo (D-
Los Angeles) will accompany 
California's First Lady Sharon 
Davis to an Eastside elementary 
school to promote education 
excellence and improvement. 
During their tour of the school, 
they will read to children, visit 
computer labs, participate in an 
assembly and meet with 
community parents and leaders. 
"Governor Davis has made 
strengthening California's 
schools his highest priority. 
Schools like Rowan Elementary 
Serve as an example of why we 
need to provide better resources 
· for our students, like computers 
in the classroom and merit 
scholarships . I know that 
Rowan Elementary is 
commitied to raising the bar for 
its studen ts. I applaud their 
efforts to meet higher standards 
and higher expectations," said 
Mrs. Davis. 
After the school visit, Mrs. 
Davis and Assemblyman 
Cedillo will proceed to a center 
· that provides housing, education 
and day care for teenage 
mothers and pregnant teenagers 
who were adjudicated fqr 
reasons of abuse and neglect in 
their own home. 
"I am honored to host Mrs. 
Davis in my district. The First 
Lady and Governor Davis are 
truly concerned about o* 
diverse and historically 
underserved cominunities . 
These visits demonstrate their 
j 
. continuing commitment to 
ensuring that all children have 
quality education and services 
so our youth will have 
productive and bright future,. ' 
said A~semblyman Cedillo. 
State Farm Issues $1 Billion Auto Dividencit 
The Black Voice News 
COSTA MESA 
State Farm Mutual Automobile 
Insurance Company, the largest 
personal lines insurance 
company in the United States, 
recently announced it will return 
just over $1 billion in premium 
to its policyholders, including 
$182.6 million paid by its 
California auto insurance 
policyholders. 
Policyholders in 49 states, the 
District of Columbia and three 
Canadian provinces will receive 
just over $ I billion in the 
company's latest dividend 
program. Policyholders will 
receive the dividend by check or 
a credit to their current account. 
This announcement eclipses 
the previous high return of $892 · 
million in dividends that began 
in June 1998. Since 1991 , State 
Farm has returned approximately 
$3.3 billion in dividends to its 
auto policyholders, including 
almost $450 million to it's 
California customers. 
Dividends are a one-time 
return of premium based on 
recent positive financial results. 
Changes in financial results that 
are believed to indicate long~ 
term trends typically ar~ 
reflec ted in rate adjustments;. 
State Farm has reduced rates by 
16 percent in California sine~ 
1997. • 
r 
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Clothing •Apparel• Accessories • African Garb 
202 E. Baseline Rd. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 877-3510 
(909) 820-8955 
-Who Photo's 
Willie Hoyrst 
Freelance Photographer 
Phone (909) 313-7764 
Fax (909) 509-1888 
Unique Hair Weaving 
Hair Weaving By EUNICE 
Relaxer, Colors 
Hair Cuts 
Flat Iron 
RIVERSIDE 
Monday 
Thursday 
By Appointment 
MORENO VALLEY 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Saturday 
By Appointment 
Corner of Perris and Iris, Moreno Valley 
(909) 243-5102 
SPECIALIZING IN 
Divorce 
Child CustodyNisitation 
Domestic Violence 
Name Changes 
Immigration 
Legal Separation 
Bankruptcy 
Restraining Orders 
Civil Law Suits 
Child Support 
Sit,ttr;rnfj S1jtrY-Jicd Pamlga! StrY-icc 
(909) 873-9542 
Walt Williams 
Attorney at Law 
CRIMINAL LAw 
Felonies/Misdemeanors 
DUI/DMV Hearings 
Domestic Violence 
FAMILY LAW 
Divorce 
Paternity 
Child Custody 
Child Support 
D.A. Support Defense 
4136 10th Street • Riverside • CA 92501 
· (909) 273-0732 
10% Off 
Any Style ~~r~i,;~ c,. ~·,~,,.,  .. w ·,.,.~,.-· /d\/ 
/\J~.lf:iof \13~~~~!:. 
10% Off 
Any Style 
A FULL SERVICE SALON 
Specializing in: relaxers, press n curls, up do's, 
weaves, twists and many other creative styles. 
Shyra Green - Owner - 24715 Sunnymead Bl. 
' (909) 242-6736 Salon Suite #E 
(909) 601 -4519 Pager Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
BOOTHS AVAILABLE 
Economy Legal Aide Clinic 
Thomas W. Gillen, Esq. 
Attorney/Paralegal Work 
All Legal Problems "CHEAP" 
We can save you money·- not expensive 
c,vn./CRIMINAL . . 
Divorce • Bankruptcy • DUI • Drunk Driving • Drugs• Assault • 
Probation Violation • Parole Violations • Custody • Answers • Lawsuit 
• Disputes • Accidents • Evictions • Tenant Problems • Raise/Lower 
Support • Collections • Guardianship • Conservatorship • 
Incorporations • Living Trust • Wills • Contracts 
Payments 
Credit Cards 
24760 Sunnymead Blvd. #10 
Moreno Valley, CA 9255 
(909) 247-456 
Open 7 days By Appointmen 
Regions Worldwide Grill 
Now Available Upscale 
Dining/Featuring Foods From All 
Around the World 
Now Located in Moreno Valley 
14051 INDIAN AVE., STE. 
L, M ORENO VALLEY 
Toll Free I -877-9-
REGIONS 
Catering • Banquest • Private Party 
Asset & Business Concepts I'm Baaack Crescent City Restaurant 
Variable Products• Mutual Funds 
Annuities • College Funding 
3564 Central Ave .. Ste . 2G 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 781-0198 Bus/Fax 
(909)784-7 125 Home 
H. "Hugh" Layton, J.D. 
(909) 228-7607 Mobile 
Registered Rep. 
CA License #OC46138 
OSJ Branch Office , 225 W. Plaza, Ste. 200, Solana Beach, CA 92075, (858) 793-5999 
Member NationaJ Association of Securities Deale rs, Inc., SIPC and Registered 
Investment Advisor 
FREE SEMINAR 
Fortunes are Being . 
Made on the Internet!! 
Start'Your Own Internet E· 
commerce Business, from Home, .... 
while Keeping your present job!!! ,..-
Limited Seating. Call to Reserve Bennie W. Liggins 
Your Seat NOW: 
at 
Ebony Crest 
Ruth Loman-Tatum 
RETURNING SPECIAL 
10% OFF PRESS & CURLS, R ELAXERS 
Come see me for your hair care needs 
If your hair is not becoming to you than you should be 
coming to me. 
Presents 
LARRY JONES 
Quintet 
Live Jazz in the Bayou 
Lounge 
Sunday June 25th from 6:00 pm -- 9:00 pm 
• 
· 3772 Arlington Avenue, Suite 4 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 686-1290 9395 M onte Vista Ave. Montclair, CA 91763 (909) 482-0566· 800-242-0363 x. (24 Hours) 
{• 
I . 
I; 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
- LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~ 
300 Law Firms Working Together 
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes 
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are 
dedicated to helping the African-American people 
A FREE SERVICE! 
., (800) 500-7047 .•· ... . 
Since 1967 
LEON CARRIGAN, JR. 
Insurance Agency 
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial, 
Auto, Home Owners 
Cal. Lie. #0341370 
GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL 
Ph. (909) 369-9752 P.O. Box 5342 
Riverside, ·cA 92517 1 Fax (909) 369-9252 . 
; UNHAPPY? UNLUCKY? 
UNLOVED? 
Spiritual Reader and Advisor 
BARBARA 
Do you need advise? Do you need answers? 
' She solves all affairs of life 
· Helps in money luck business and marriage 
' Also brings back lost lovers 
Call for free question 
and 
Spiritual enlightenment 
LeVIAS HOME LOANS 
' Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and 
Associates, we will refer you to a 
· mortgage banker that' specialize in 
your particular need. Refinancing, 
home ioans or consolidation. If 
you own a home we will get you a 
loan. 
A Free Service 
(800) 500-7047 
R & B TAX SERVICE 
(Since 1980) 
Fully Computerized 
Fast Refund, Electronic Filing 
Notary & Fax 
State & Federal 
6am • 6pm 
Low Rates 
Office (909) 601 -1185 
Voice Mail (909) 416-7018 
23650 Hemlock St. #10 
Riverside, CA 92507 
IimkT Insurance & ~ ~, Securities Specialists 
✓ Low Cost Insurance 
✓ Low Downpayment 
✓ Low Monthly Payment 
Commercial •Auto • Home • Life • Health 
Great Home and 
Auto· Packages 
Available 
. MONE M. SWANN . 
Broker/Agent 
License # 0C03720 
5955 B ROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
92506 
PHONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400 
PAG_ER (909) 340-5078 
., 
LAW OFFICE OF 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Taxes 
Bankruptcy 
Business Contracts 
Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partnerships 
4136 10th Street 
92501 (909) 686-5193 
"Serving the Community with Quality Care and 
Expert Service" 
A~l. CLEANERS 
0"1 I>'°\, (.'1 I""'"'"• 
s, l(\;I( I • ()...,;1 IJ.-,, 
Al I I l{ AI Ul'.'\,; SI R\'I( r 
M :,,111< T\Jl(JI( C>, S111 
99¢ 
SPECIAL 
DRAPERY 
Per Pleat Lined 
Must present coupon wrth 
incoming order$, not valid with 
other offers. 
Blouses 
Laundry Shirts 
Pants 
$2.50 
$1.25 
$2.25 
$5.25 
$5.00 
23080 D-220 Alessandro 
Blvd • Moreno Valley, CA • Suits 
Dresses 
. (909) 656-4131 (Silk X-tra) 
' 
Mike Teer 
Teer One 
Properties 
t.!::.~::":'~!, ,, .; 
Estate Brokerage ic,:: 
for Residential Appraisals · · · :•• 
Notary Public 
Property Management 
Real Esiate Sales & Purchase 
3585 Main St., Ste. 212 
Riverside CA 92501 
(909) 784-1342 
CASKETS MANUFACTURER 
DIRECT 
... . ·. 
·., - ~ 
.. :,,. ...... .. , .... 
METAL CASKETS 
Starting At $499°0 
YOUR CHOICE OF COLORS . 
. 
' 
Funeral Information & Pre-Arranged Information Available 
Come To Our Showroom Locations 
• Free Local Delivery • Financing Available 
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN 
RIVERSIDE MONTCLAIR 
9446 MAGNOLIA 4756 HOLT BLVD . 
Retirement Estate Investment 
Colfege Loni:-term 
HARDY BROWN II 
m@h nvestment Representati ~e 
.,. .. ,. SunAmerica Securities, Inc. 
The Anderson Building 
320 North "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
CA Lie #OC2403 l 
NASD, SIPC 
909•386•7134 
Fax 909•386•7193 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., 
M.D. 
Oiplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue. Suite 170 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Office Hours by Appointment 
Dr:. Lloyd Brent Walker 
Tri Star Family Dental Centre 
106 North Eucalyptus Avenue 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 875-1299 
YAL'C DESIGNS 
You..B"f 
We-Fry 
Unique Fashions 
HATS, HANDBAGS AND ACCESSORIES 
ELEGANT SUITS 
CHURCH, PROFESSIONAL CAREER AND 
BUSINESS. 
3730 Twelfth Street 
Riverside, California 92501 
(909) 682-4942 
>:" .. ' 
. . 
: 
~ ' . . 
Swu/ay 12,8 
Mon.,. ,nw; 11-!J 
Fri,. ,SAt. 10-10 
R.ed ,4fU')u;.r F?sk- Mtvrut 
(909) Z43~,0443 
13373 Pvru BJ,,,/,., .r"'" £f1+ 
Subscribe & Advertise 
(909) 682-6070 
..,_9_o9_-_3s_3_-2_3_o_s __ a_7_7_-4_4 7_-_s_1 s_6__. CRESCENT 
ANN DAVIS PETERS 
Attorney at Law 
Handling All Cases 
10325 Central Avenue 
Montclair, CA 91763 
(909) 399-3204 • Fax (909) 398-4044 
(909) 689-2757 - Voice Mail 
WHY Ir's So Gooo: 
• Extensive menu of 
over 100 made from 
scratch recipes 
• Carefully prepared to 
the strictest standards 
• Only the freshest, 
highest-quality ingredi· 
ents are used 
.• Food is prepared 'at 
each restaurant loca-
tion 
• Made in family size 
quantities throughout 
the d~y to provide you 
witti the freshest meal 
possible -- everytime. 
• Beverages and 
desserts always 
included in 6ne low 
price. l'ariely Aid Value 
Fer fte Dale fuilly. 
39q McKinley Avenue 
Corona, CA 91719 
(909) 273-0573 
CITY 
CREOLE 
RESTAURANT 
9395 Monte Vista 
Ave. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 
p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 
a.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 
p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 
p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
(909) 482-0566 
(Montclair) 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
\\ 
expenence ... 
ft. 1btd\ of lllrilt 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps 
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage 
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
CALL 909-683-1468 
· State Lie . . 
#715193 ' SPECIALIZING IN l~ 
SEWER & DRAIN PROBLEMS . ~., 
Plumbing Problems 
DoN'T Fuss • CALL Us 
THE ROOTER WORW 
Low RATES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
A SK FOR DAVIO 
PAGER #963-2372 
24 HR. EMERGENCY SERVICE 
(310) 677-3012 
(323) 750-2644 
800-794-3724 
Serving The Inland Empire 
Stan Scott 
Manager 
Grove Colonial 
Mortuary ~ ; 
738 East Highland Ave. ,~\ 
San Bernardino, CA J.t;jj, 
(909) 882-1288 • Fax 883-4846 
FD894 
Colton Funeral Chapel 
1275 N. LaCadenaAve. 
Colton, CA 
(909) 825-0570 
FD1031 
Clothing • Apparel • Accessories • African Garb 
202 E. Baseline Rd. 
Rialto , CA 92376 
(909) 877-3510 
(909) 820-8955 
~----- -- - ---
gram's 
mission 
bar-b-que 
palace 
NEW LOCATION 
3527 MAIN STREET 
. RlvERSIDE, CA 92501 
Featuring 
Down home coo kin' 
Grand Opening 
Hours: Monday-Wednesday 
11 :OO a.m. - 9:00 p.m: 
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. • 10:00 p.m. 
Open 7 days a week 
(909) 782-8219 
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any 
Time 
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions 
YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS 
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PageA-6 Thursday, June 29, 2oqo ~ [~Prayer Keeps Holy Kenoly's SingiaJ 
1~. The Black Voice News secular music business in 1975. He's Dove . award · winning song communicating for the first time in a to be a good steward of what God 
~;!; . been singing church songs ever "Welcome Home" about his oldest long time . Tony was like the has given me, not just in terms of 
;~;: A family who pr~ys together, stays since. Over the last decade, Ron has son, Tony. Father and son battled Prodigal Son." Episodes such as that music, but in life experience and 
: ~- t~gether and a farmly who prays and become the most popular praise and daily during Tony's puberty and fuel the faith behind Ron's music. valuab'le lessons I can pass on to 
; ,. sings, sta~s toge~h~r and makes worship leader in the country with Tony ran away from home for four On his latest smash, We Offer other people," Ron says. Dad, mom 
: . gre~t mus~c. Music is the Kenoly goldselling albums like "Lift Him . years. He became a high-priced Pr~ises (Integrity Music) he testifies and sons are all back together again, 
: f~I!y b~.smess a11d pray~r sustams Up." After Ron and Tavita became dope . dealer and never of surviving a plane crash and a praying and singing, in Orlando, FL. 
: their busmess and their hves: They born-again Christians, they reared communicated with his family. His miraculous medical miracle. "I want · 
~-- called upon those_ prayer~ this past their kids in the faith. Although family continued to pray for 
;-- March when family patriarch Ron influenced by R&B bands like Mint him though they didn't know 
: Kenoly suffered a severe angma Condition, Ron Jr. and Sam, decided where he was. When Tony 
: , attack that required emergency they wanted to evangelize through tired of his risky business, 
: · double by-pass surgery their music like their dad does.' They Tony called from the bus 
: Ron' sons, urban inspirational du_o Ron Kenoly apply a definitive R&B brand to station. "He said, 'dad can I 
: -~ the Kenoly Brothers, rushed to h~s dad faced and spent time in the inspirational grooves and gospel come home, "'Ron recalls. 
, : side to pray and en~ourage the1r hospital praying and clowning for tunes on their latest album, All the "My wife and I cried and 
: father thr~ug_h the biggest he~lth him. The cheer lifted Ron's spirits. Way (NGMR Records). He nurtured said 'we've been waiting for 
· : scare of his life. Ron was dnvmg His doctors were amazed at his his sons' musica] interest and had you.' There were some 
~ ho~e from the gy~ when he was speedy recovery. "We know it was them perform with him at his mass things Tony had to learn and 
: stricken on a Florida [reeway. He the prayer that accelerated my Dad's crusades. things I had to learn in that 
CHURCH LOOKING FOR 
A CONTEMPORARY, 
CHARISMATIC MINISTER 
OF MUSIC, LOCATED IN 
THE SAN BERNARDINO 
AREA. 
SALARY ATTRACTIVE 
INTERESTED PARTY 
PLEASE CALL 
(909) 883-6855 
Community Missionary Baptist Church 
939 Clay Street 
Redlands, Ca 92373 
(909) 793--2380 
Worship Services 
Sunday 
7:30 a:m. Morning Services 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship "Receive Ye The 
7:30 p.m. Evening Services Jesus Joy" 
Wednesday Rev. H. 
7:30 p.i'n. Bible Classes Hubbard, Pas~or. 
sl_umped over ~h~ steenng wheel of recovery," Sam says. Ron Sr. particularly cherishes his situation and we started 
: his car as homf1ed passerby called An internationally-known praise relationship with his sons because he ___________ '-,:.:.:.:.:.:_-,:,:_-,:,:,:_-_-_-~ ...... --------------------. 
!--for an ambulance via cell phones. and worship music leader, Ron and his five brothers were not close EAGLES NEST Th Ulf t • G IM • 
Bus Transportation is available 
: ·~ His oldest son, Tony, and the duo, Kenoly has been s1·ng1·ng for his to their own late father. "My father . e . Ifila e ID OSpe USIC 
R J d S l h d f " ... the Lord shall renew their Strength; they shall mount up with 
: -~ 
0
~ r. an . amue • rus e r~m supper for thirty years. He began his was in the military and gone all of wings as Eagles .. . !" 
their homes m California to be with career as a nightclub singer who the time." Although the Kenoly 
. their dad an~ mom, Ta vita. The_y recorded for A&M and Arista men have had problem;, they always 
knew the senousness of what the1r Records. However, he left the resolve them. Ron wrote his 1996 
Retreat Planned for Highland Springs Resort 
The Black Voice News 
, ' HIGHLAND SPRINGS 
Prepare now for your 
· - appointment of anointed 
~ intimacy and secluded bliss in 
:. the presence of the King 
, September 20-23, 2000, at 
: Highland Springs Resort, 
I 
l Banning. The cost is $180.00 
I 
I •with a $30.00 deposit due by 
: July 15, 2000 and the balance 
' ' : due on August 31, 2000. 
Apostle Michael P. Sterling, 
Bishops Howard & Linda 
Shelley, Prophetess Angel 
Cohill, Prophetess Bridget 
Love, Pastor Patricia Wheaton, 
Prophets Michael and Deborah 
Monroe , renowned author, 
Coach Al Hollingsworth and 
others. 
Anointed Psalmi s ts Hattie 
Hollingsworth, Darryl Kincy an 
Ruth-Esther Wiliis will usher us 
into the next level in song and 
worship. 
For ll)Ore information, contact 
Pastor Regina Lindsay at the . 
House of Jubilee Ministries, 
(909) 873-2407. 
Drug Prevention Rally Sponsored by Impact 
: Ins ta I Im en t pay men ts a re .:..T:,::he:..!B::.:;la~c::!,k...:.;Vo::.:;iC::.::e:...:.N:..::e::..ws::..,_ ____ -:-=-c-l •accepted. RIALTO Bernardino at the corner of Pepper and Rialto Avenue. 
There will be great music as 
Rev. Dennis M . Brown will sing 
many great classic's as a 
prevention message. For 
information call (909) 891-8950. 
l · Hear the clarion call to rule, 
'- reign, and walk in dominion 
: authority of the Father's 
: kingdom as sons of the most 
: high God. Come experience the 
: apostolic and prophetic 
• 
: anointing in the fights of 
• 
The Impact Mini s tries and 
Crusades, Inc., will hold a drug 
prevention rally and mini 
concert Saturday, July I., 2000, 
starting at 12:00 noon , at the 
I 
Arco AM/PM Gas Station, 2898 
West Rialto Av e nu·e, San 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
Mt. Zion Celebrates 78th Church Anniversary 
~ 
= The Black Voice NewJ 
~ ONTARIO 
• 
; Under the 
•1eadership of 
~e nior 
r;Pastor, Rev. 
~rian E . 
~ennedy, 
~t. Zion 
~aptist 
~hurch, 
~ntario wil 
Jcick-off its Rev. Brian Kennedy 
,..,78 th Church Anniversary . . 
t celebration on Sunday, July 9th at 
~ 4:00 p.m. at the church, located at 
i 224 West California Street in 
~ Ontario. Featured at the inaugur~I 
j service will be preaching by Pastor 
~ Raymond Dyes of New Life 
~ Ministries in Pomona and several 
~ dynamic choirs and speakers. 
; Mt. Zion's premier attractiqn 
i during the week long celebration 
~ will be three Holy Spirit-filled 
! services led by Pas tor Timothy 
• } Winters of Bayview Baptist Church 
: in San Diego, entitled "The Debt-
: Free Living Enrichment Services." 
• : During these services, Pastor 
: Winters will discuss , in ve ry 
• 
: practical terms, Christian Money 
I I 
~ Management. He urges everyone 
: fo attend this series because ".'. .the 
: results are life changing. " The 
• ; services will be held on Thursday, i July 13th at 7:00 p.m.; Friday, July 
S 14th at 7:00 p.m.; and Saturday i morning, July 15th at 9:30 a.m. 
: (Breakfast will be served at 8:00 
! a.m.) Friday night is designed for i t~e family, so teens and single 
• parents are urged to attend. 
: Pastor Winters has conducted 
: extensive research and numerous 
i workshops on Christian money 
; management. He is recognized all 
: over the country for his powerful 
~ Bible-based sermons that reflect his 
~ deep knowledge and understanding 
. ~ of the Word ; he h~s earned a i reputation as an outstanding Bible 
~ expositor. Winters is a graduate of 
f 
... _ 
San Diego City College, United 
States International University and 
Glendal e Graduate School of 
Theology; he earned his Doctor of 
Ministry from United Theological 
Seminary and received an honorary 
D_octor of Divinity from the historic 
Bishop College of Dallas, Texas. 
Since be in g called to Bayview 
Baptist Church in 1973, the church 
has grown from 60 families to over 
2,500 members. 
Mt. Zion will also hold a mid-
week C::hurch Anniversary service 
on Wednesday, July 12th at 7:00 
p.m. Wednesday night is designed 
especially for youth and young 
adults; the featured guest speaker 
will be Ed Bryant, renowned youth 
and young adult speaker and 
founder of Pasadena Youth 
Christian Center. Rev. Ed Bryant 
has discipled and mentored more 
than 1,000 young people in his over 
25 years in ministry. The service 
will include a youth skit; the debut 
of Mt. Zion's Youth and Young 
Adult Choir; and non-stop praise 
and worship. 
The 78th Church Anniversary 
celebration will culminate on 
Sunday, July 16th at 4:00 p.m. The 
guest preacher will be Pastor Tim 
Peck of Life Bible Fellowship 
Community Church in San Antonio 
Heights. 
Everyone is invited to attend each 
of these services; you will not be 
the same. For more information or 
directions to Mt. Zion, contact the 
church office at (909) 983-2411. 
H e lp With Medicare 
Is Just a Phone Call Away 
HICAP 
The Health Insurance Counseling & Advocacy Program 
offers objective information to seniors on Medicare, 
HMOs and Qther health insurance issues . 
HJCAP serves Riverside/San Bernardino Counties 
Call today for the counseling site nearest you. 
(800) 434-0222 or (909) 697-6560 . 
Funded by a grant from California Dept. of Aging 
HI CAP is a member of the Inland Agency family of programs 
.Do YOU HAVE HURT AND PAIN? 
Evangelist Mildred Spencer, a native South 
Carolinian, is the author of two books dealing 
wi.th "Hurt" and "Pain." She de live r s a 
message of how to be complete and whole. 
She is a widow and proud mother of four 
adult children. 
'to Write Evangelist Mildred Spencer, e-
mail address Evangy 1@aol.com or 1.2765 
Shadybend Dr., Moreno Valley, CA 92553 or 
call (909) 924-4217 
'J 
(Isaiah 40:31) 
Verlin Leo Alsina, Sr., 
Pastor 
Eagles Nest Community 
Church 
Sunday Services 
10:00 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
Stratton Community Center 
2008 Manin Luther King 
Blvd. 
Mid-Week Services 
. Eagles Nest Chapel 
4326 Michael Street 
Riverside, California 92507 HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH REv. LEROI 
LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA V All.EY 
and 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
28780 Front Street. Sui1e A-5. Temecula, CA 92590 • (909) 506-2425 
(Located in the SouthCreek Mall Shopping Center) 
lVhose\1t r \1 'ill, let him come.' 
"All art Wtlcomt" 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship Service 
Wednesd~y Night Live Bible Study 
9:00a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL 
MUSIC COUNTDOWN • THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call 
(909) 688-1570 
"To tnjoy God rogtthu and share Him wi1h 
01hers" Rev. Larry E'.'Campbell 
Pastor 
Join hundreds of businesses showcasing 
their products & services 
• upe~nce the sights, sounds and imagination of the 
Wt$t C!>a$t fashion Show 
• Witnm a spectacular Africentric Wedding 
• Enjoy e111tinuous masital entertainment featuring Gospel.ive 
• Get FREE health screenings it the WATTSHealth Patilion 
• Networt at ~e Bu~iness and Youth Summits, and 
CelHrity Autograph Expo 
• Attead free Workshops and Seminars 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
September 15-17, 2000 
at the Los Angeles ConYention Center . 
WIITHII i•HIY ■NI• :T■ll■IHII' 
do more.I 
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Bethel AME 
Church 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W . 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday 
Worship Services 8:00 a.m. 
na.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m , 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p .m. Rev. Alvin L. Smith 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA 
(909) 359-0203 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
SJJ.n.rkzy_ 
Sunday School (all ages) 
Christian Life Development 
Classes 
·,. tf 8:30 a .m . .. ,. ·. • 
(Adults ~nly) ;ii-·. ' !t 
8:30 a.m. · ""' ' 1 
Worship 
Children's Church . 
Thursday Bible Study 
9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and 
J0:15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards 
7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh 
Day Adventist Church 
27 5 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 • Church 
(909) 874-5152 • Fax 
Weekly Ser.vice 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship. Prayer & BibleStudy 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youlh Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 5:00 pm 
Bible Study & Prayer 7:00 pm 
Dr. & Mrs. George 
King 
St. Timothy Community 
Church 
f:<· 
-~ , 
Pastor Eullas J. 
James 
3100 N. S ta te Street/ P.O . Box 7067 
San Bernardino, CA 92510 
SERVICE TlMES: 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship Servicel0:15 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Every 3rd Tues. (Focus on the Family) 
Every 2nd Tues. 7:00 p .m. 
Wed. Night 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Srudy Pastor's Teaching 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life. 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
- A Church in the Community for the Community -
Sunday Services are held at the 
Kansas Avenue SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue, Riverside 
(coma of Kansas and MU( B/..,.d.) 
Equipping Ministries: 
Sunday Praise Service: 
9:00 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
Mid-week Praise Service: Wednesday - 7: 15 p.m. 
(held aI our present location) 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd., Riverside (909) 369-8742 
Dr. Craig W. Johnson 
Senior Pastor 
HARVEST OF PRAISE 
Radio Broadcast - KPRO 1570 AM 
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST 
3349 Rubidoux Blvd. Riv., CA 92509 
(877) 684-UFE • Fax No. (909) 684-8117 
VfWW.LIFECHURCHRNERSIDE.org 
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry" 
• LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY /909) 8/U-3639 Pastor Ron and La Vette Gibson 
• WATCH US ON TELEVISION STATION ~---------,■ 
KDOC EVERYSUNDAYAT5PM 
i.1v1NG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAr 
Sunday Worship SeNices 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Friday Fellowship SeNices 
Prayer Tues thru Friday 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
Kononia Mass Choir CD Available Nowt 
Cal lhe Otfoce f0< detailsl 
8am, 9:45am, 11:30am, 7pm 
7:30pm (Classes for alt Ages) 
7:30pm (Every 1st and 3rd) 
6am, 12n, 7wn 
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting wfth a cutting edge mes.' 
sage for all/ 
Quinn A.M.E. Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd.Moreno 
Valley, CA 
(909) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday Moming,Worship 
Sunday School ,, 
Mid-day Bible Study, Tuesday 
Mid-week Bible Stu1y, Wed. 
11 :00a.m. 
9-:30 a.m. 
12 noon 
7:00 p.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riversid~, CA 92502 
Office; (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564 
ww.....,.secondbaptistriv~rside.org 
£-MA IL: Sec8aptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 10:lS a.m. 
Nursery Open 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesday Services 
Pastor and Mrs. 
M ichaal Bar1a 
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
•second, in Name, First in Love• 
Pastor T. Elsworth 
Gantt, II 
.N.ew. &nlwuJ, 
91aplidefuvtcii 
5413 34th Street 
• Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 686-5171 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday School 
9 :30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 
11 :00 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Refreshing 
Spring Temple 
Week/v Services 
Sundav 
Morn. Won;hlp 11 :00 a .m. 
Eve. Worship 7 :00 p.m. 
3600 Pork Ave . 
Ri verside , CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 Bibi• Study 7 :00 p.m. 
"If ploc• wh•r• all mov 
com• and b• r•fr••h•d" 
, Frtdav 
Evangell,.tlc Serv.7:30 p.m. 
(lost Frtny of eoch month) 
'· 
March Field Christian Church 
15801 Harmon Street 
(Services at Arnold Hi g h School) 
Riverside, CA 
(909) 682-9960 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
It I 't 
, , I I I . 
: ,, .,,,. , 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA 
• Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
RubidoUll, CA 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Weekly Order Of Service 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath 9:15 am. 
Early Morning Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Church Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Youlh Special Service, 4:30 p.m. Marc K. Woodson 
Senior Pastor . 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
Donnell Rickey 
Jones, Pastor 
t~. 
"Th• Healing Place" 
5860 Arllngion Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 • OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 • F,1X 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 &: 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study&: Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ 
Thurs. 12 N oon 
4009 Locust (at I 0th St.) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson 
(909) 686-0702 
www.allen-chapel-aine-riv.org 
Sct1[l)IJU Or StVVICU 
Sunday Services 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study!0:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley,_ CA 
(909) 656-4015 
"A church where everybody Is 
somebody" 
Schedule of Service 
Sun. School 9:45 a .m. 
S1.1n. New Members' Class 9:45 a .m. 
Worship Service Sun. 8:00 a.m. 
Worship Se,vice Sun. 11 :15 a .m. 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Thursday 12 Noon 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
8768 Helms Avenue , Suite B 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA. 91729 
(909) 48Hl631 • RainbowCPC@aol.com 
Prayer Meeting 
Praise/Worship 
Miracle Se,vice 
1 block west of Archibald and 
1 block south of 9th Street 
Wed. 7:00 PM 
Sat. 11 :00AM 
Sat. 6:00 PM 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere 
Thomas 
Senior Pastor 
. .. MT. ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH OF 
ONTARIO 
: l:~;;;, 224 W. California Street 
;ii,., _;~ Ontano, CA 91762 
Pastor Brian & Hilda Kennedy and Family (909) 983-2411 
Moming Worship 8:00 a .m. 
Sun. Bible School 9:30 a .m., 
Sun. Mom. Wo rship 11:00 a.m. 
Sun. Eve. Worship 6:00 p .m. 
Mon. Eve. Worship 7:00 p .m. 
Wed. Night Prayer 7:00 p .m. 
Tliurs. moon Bible Study 12:00 
LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD CHURCH OF 
Goo IN CHRIST 
5595 Molino Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 686-17 57 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday: 
Sunday School 
9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 
11 :00 a.m. 
YPWW 
New Beginnin~ 
Community 
Baptist Church 
5970 Llmonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
JFulril:r:lu:YIIIM 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
Morning W(trship II a,m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
~ Bible Study _7 p.m. 
:❖ 
~ -· · · 
Pastor Elder Lawrence C. and 
OllvlaAah 
6:00p.m. 
Evening Worship 
7:00p.m. 
M ONDAY- FRIDAY 
Noonday Prayer 
12:00 p.m. · 
, James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Paator 
Albert Riley, Assistant Paator 
The Light House 
(Meets at Canyon Family Worship Center) 
4225 Prado Road , #105 
Corona, California 92880 
(800) 650-5557 
Schedule of Sen,ic• 
Dr. Jackson M. Doggette, Saturday 
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Weekly Worship & Celebration 
1st Lady Services 4:00 p.m. 
THE BOOK OF Acrs 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Be rnardino, CA 92410 
WEEKLY ORDER QE SERVICE; 
Prayer:Tuesday 9:30 a.m. 
Thursday 5:30 p .m. 
Friday 10:00 a.m . 
Sible Study: Wednesday 6:00 p .m . 
SUNDAY SERVICES; 
'.\lr,i. llean .lone,, S d Sch 1 9·45 (DOS) un ay oo . a.m. 
004 -IJ241 Morning Worship 11:30 a.m. 
Sunday 9:30 a .m. Sunday School 
Sunday 11 :00 a .m. Worship 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Prayer/Bible Study 
'Where rhe Power of God is being .manifested 
in the lives of the believers. • ,,.d' . . 
EfJ£, 'J(..£. CampCcll 
<:PrutD,Dt.a.Ju., 
Pastor Campbell and 
Sis. Shaun 
9071 da 9th. di,,,. 
cH"'{u,ia, (!di 9234, 
('6o)~ 
SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME 
SUNDAYS 12:30 - 1 :30 PM 
1570 AM 
for 
ADVERTISEMEtlT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD 
(909) 597-7134 
A lazy f el/ow is a pain to his e1nployers -- like s111oke in their eyes or vinegar that sets the teeth 011 
edge. 
WEST COVINA 
Proverbs 10:26 
The One Year Bible 
SAN BERNARDINO 
1 l Sund_ays at 7:00 p.m./Wednesdays at 6:00 a.m. 
1} --------------,---------' 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
1, ---"!!I! !!"'l~~-------------, !: ,, 
,. 
,1: 
,1 
J' 
1· 
5694 Jurupa 
Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
92504 
(909) 779-0088 
1' 
' WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:00 p .m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 7:00 p .m. 
Rev. Paul S. 
Munford,M. Div. 
Start Your Subscription 
Today For Only $35 (Ju· State) 
!ADDRESS: 
IPHONE: ( ) 
Send Check or money order to: 
Black Voice News 
Subscriptions 
P.O. Box 1581 · 
Rlversld~ CA 92502 
.1 
Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church 
1381 Pass & Covina Road 
West Covina, CA 91744 
(626) 917-3686 
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick 
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday 6:00 p.m. 
Bible Class 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m. 
Choir Practice 7:30 p.m. 
Bowling 6:00 p.m. 
RIVERSIDE 
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC 
Eide~ Dewayne Butler, Pastor 
5339 Mission Blvd. · 
Riverside, CA 92509 
9:45 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
(909) 782-9904 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Y.P.W.W. 
Tue. & Fri. 
Eve. 6:00 p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991.Marioposa St. 
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Devotion & Worship I 0:45 a .m . 
Evening Bible Study 6:00 p.m. 
Communion and Baptism every !st Sunday 
7:00 p.m. 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Manin Luther King Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:50 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
(Wednesday) 
Teachers Meeting 
Prayer Meeting 
Bible Study 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
New Visions Christian Community 
Church 
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 687-7454 
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr., 
M.Ed. , M.Div . 
Sunday 
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship & Praise! 1 :00 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Holy Land COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening·Worship: 7 pm 
Pastoral Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
.Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
(909) 887-5406 Fax 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am "& 11 : 15 am 
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am 
N.B.C. 5:00 pm 
Evening Service 6:00 pm 
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm 
New Life Christian Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Church School Hour 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m. 
Tuesday 
Bible Study Hour 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m. 
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3 
Rialto-Monday 8:00 p.m. 
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m. 
: 
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communities. Let's fight for our 
homes. Let's fight for our churches. 
,. .... 
Thursday, June 29, 2000 
: • Continued from Front Page and a high concentration of people 
of color make up the area and they 
pleaded with officials to help them 
make the area more attractive. 
"We -~fu>ut with 6ne v9i~," said a · We cannot stand idly by, Wf:! must 
very articulate' Etic Biggers, fight for change now! Invest in 
assistant pastor at Holyland people not a water project! If you 
COGIC, "Let's figh_t for our in vest in people crime will go 
right in the same area as the 
proposed lakes and streams. "San 
Bernardinoi is a visionary city 
where the vision never comes 
through," she said. 
involvement in the project and the 
lack of collective public input in 
something so detrimental and 
permanent to the residents of the 
area Dr. Jim.Mulvihill, professor of 
Geography at Cal State University 
Sal) Bernardino said this is the 
exact project M}JNI proposed three 
years ago that was solidly rejected 
by citizens within the district. 
"Across America, the city of the 
future turns out to be the old 
·neighborhood its street grids, 
porches, corner stores, etc . ,The 
project area has this now; it needs 
assistance - that's the vision that 
will work," he said. 
stop the project by any means 
necessary. Mostly poor, the elderly, 
------------=---------------------------......;....._ ___ ..__~ down! If we invest in people, San SPEAK Q UT Bernardino will be a better place! " 
Michael Sims of Holyland 
COGIC pointed out other failed 
attempts to revive the downtown 
area, "San Bernardino makes plans 
but never follows through." He 
pointed to the Stampede Stadium, 
the undeveloped San Bernardino 
Airport, and the Joss of Fedco as 
examples of failures to protect 
community interests. "We are not 
considered, we are victims of what 
you want. The lakes project isn't 
coming to your backyard," he said. 
Continued from Page A-2 
with sky high crime rates, high 
unemployment, a·nd record budget 
deficits? Now, George W. Bush, 
with his pro-gun and anti-abortion 
stances; little or no interest in health 
care or environmental protection, 
has voters oohing and aahing over 
his presidential chances. Is this 
"Guadalaharry's Restaurant" a sixty · 
day notice to remove the "Mexican 
Bandito" sign or MAPA will 
upgrade the protest/boycott of 
Guadalaharry's Restaurant to 
include "El Torito Mexican · 
Restaurant & Cantina." I 
MAPA continues to promote 
social justice by combating 
discrimination in many ways; 
lobbying, speaking out, pt'otest an 
boycotts. · 
MAPA is dedicated. to 
strengthehing citizens participation 
in the political process. 
Gil Navarro 
Chairman 
condition emblematic of the .----------------------"----.....,--------1 
APOLOGY dumbing down of America? 
Ron Lowe 
MAPA 
We are pleased to announce that 
the Mexican American Political 
• Association's executiv'e board on 
June 10, 2000, at the meeting in 
Bakersfield, California, voted to 
support the "San Bernardino City 
MAPA Chapter" motion to give the 
corporation that owns 
BAN 
Continued from Front Page 
highway patrol type traffic stop, 
and when the traffic stopped the 
prayer warriors went out on the 
freeway made a circle and prayed. 
The police report written by 
officer Jay Thuer, who wasn't 
there said that a gasoline truck 
almost jackknifed and caused an 
uproar when it was printed in the 
'daily paper. Court documents say 
the driver said the police told him 
it (the stoppage) was being 
controlled by the police. 
For hi~ part Dastmak;hian will 
get 200 hours of community 
service volunteer work, a fine and 
' probation. He becomes the first to 
be punished for protesting Miller's 
killing. The fired officers who shot 
and killed her and then allegedly 
made racial comments about it are 
working in other pillice agencies 
or off on disability because of the 
stress of the action they took on 
that night. · 
District Attorney Grover Trask 
has tried to stop the protesters and 
has effectively found a way for 
now to at least make the crowds 
smaller. 
Hanks did not return numerous 
calls to him by Black Voice News 
by press time. 
Continued from Page A-2 the two decade long -syphilis 
prone, irresponsible, and sexual , experiment begun in the 1~39's by 
predators has stoked white fears ,, the U.S. Pwblrc Health Servtce that 
and hostility and has served as the . •· turned· Black patients into human 
standard rationale for lynchings, guinea pigs got $,10 million from 
racial assaults, hate crimes and the government and an apology 
police violence. , from Clinton ·They were the 
The fact that some Blacks earn viotims of a blatant medical 
more and live better than ever atrotity co'nducted with the full 
today, and have gotten boosts from knowledge and approval of the 
welfare, social and education U.S . government. 
programs, civil rights legislation, The state legislature i!l Florisfa in 
and affirmative action programs, 1994 agreed to make payments to 
does not mean that America has the survivors andfflatives of those 
shaken the hideous legacy o'f who losf theidf~s· and property 
slavery. Recent polls by th~ when a White mob destroyed the 
National Conference for . all-Black iown of Ro~wood in 
Community and . Justice, a 1923. This was a specific act of 
Washington D.C. public policy mob c~rnjge that was tacitly 
group, found that Blacks are still condoned- by some public officials 
overwhelmingly the victims of ahd 'law enforcement 6ffi.cers . 
racial discrimination , and the .'Ftorida ·wa:s liable· f~ the violence 
Leadership Council on Civil Rights a-nd was duty bound to -pay and 
found that young Blacks are far . apologize. The Oklahoma state 
likelier than Whites to be legislature is now consi.dering 
imprisoned for similar crimes, reparations payments t9 the 
Blacks continue to have the survivors of the fulsa massacre of 
highest or near highest rates of I 921 . . And the Chi!=ago City 
poverty, infant mortality, victims of Cmmcil with the blessing of Mayor 
violence, and HIV/AIDS affliction Rjchard M. Daley in May near 
then any other group in America. unanimously lJacked a 
They are more likely to Iive1n congressi<:fnai bi}! by p.S. Rep. 
segregated neighborhoods, be John C~ns,ers (D-Mich .) t:o 
refused business loans, and attend bankrolt .a:~ornmission to study the 
decrepit, failed public schools than feir~biJity 'of paying ~t>a,rations for 
non-whites. The beating of Black slavery.. 
motorist Rodney King , the The brutal truth··is that the hinge 
shooting of Amadou Diallo, the of America 's continuing racial 
torture of Abner Louima, and the divide is its brutal mistreatment of 
racial profilin_g of young Black Blacks. This can be directly traced 
males by the poli ce are amp le to the monstrous legacy of slavery. 
proof that Blacks are still at mortal That's why Hall is legally and 
risk from police violence. Blpme morally r[iht to demand that 
this on the legacy of slavery. Congrc!ss apologi ze fur that 
Also, there is nothing new about mistreatment. And Congress 
s tate and federal governme nts should do the right thing and issue 
issuirg apologies and payments for that apology. 
past wrongs committed against Earl Ofari Hutch inson is the 
African-Americans. The U.S. author of The Disappearance of 
government admitted it was legally Black Leddership. He can be 
liable in -1997 to pay the Black reached 
survivors and family members of via £mail:ehutchi344@aol.com 
The Black Voice Newspaper "Readers Reap" Poll 
Win a pair of tickets to anywhere US Airways flies in the continental U.S.! 
We want to find out more about the households that read The Black Voice News. Telling us about yourself and the 
businesses you patronize will help us provide even more information and services. Please take a moment to answer the 
questions below. You'll be eligible to win a pair of tickets to any of the hundreds of destinations that US Airways takes yo·u to in 
the contiguous United States. 
Fill in your answers and contact infonnation below, then mail the entire form to Readers Reap Poll, The Black Voice News, 
P.O. Box 1581 , Riverside, CA 92502. Your entry must be received by 5 pm., July 10, 2000 to be eligible. All information will be 
held strictly confidential. One entry per household. Winner will be chosen in a random drawing and announced the week of July 
17th. The decision of the judges is final. Offer void where prohibited. The Black Voice News employees and their families are 
not eligible. You must be 18 years or older. 
Photo copies of this form are not acceptable. 
1. Age: 
a. _ 17 or younger 
b. _ 18 - 34 
C. _ 35.54• 
d. 55 and above 
2.Sex: 
a. _Female b._ Male 
3. Marital status: 
a. _ Married 
b. _ Single 
c. _ Divorced/Widowed 
4. Education: 
a. _ Post-graduate 
b. _ Graduated college 
c. _ Attended college 
d. _ High school graduate 
5. The annual Income for your household 
Is: . 
a. _ $50,000 arid above 
b. _ $25,000 · $49,999 
c. _$15,000 · $24,999 
d. _ Less than $15,000 
6. The number of children In your home I■: 
a. _Three or more 
b. _ 1 or2 
c. _· None 
7. Your residence Is: 
a. _ Owned b._Rented 
8. What type of vehicle do you own or 
lease? . 
a. Make _____ _ 
, b. Model _ ____ _ 
c. Year 
9. Which of these credit cards do you use? 
(Check all that apply) 
, a. _ Visa 
b. _ Mastercard 
c. _ American Express 
d. _ Discover Card 
e. _ Diners Club 
f. _ Major Dept Store 
1 o. Which of these restaurants have you 
eaten at In the past month? (Check all that 
apply) 
a. _ McDonald's 
b. _ Burger King 
. _ CoCo's 
d. _ IHOP 
e. _ KFC 
f. _ Dominoes 
g. _ Pizza Hut 
h. _ Wendy's 
i. _ Little Caesar's 
j. _ TacoBell 
k. _ Red Lobster 
I. _ Popeye's 
m. _ Denny's 
n. _ T.G.I. Friday's 
o. _ Church's 
p. _ Subway 
11 . In which of the following ■tores have 
you made a purchase In th■ a■t 90 days? 
(Check 111 that apply) 
a. _ Macy's 
b. • _ Robinson May 
c. _ JC Penney · 
d. _ Mervyn's 
e. _ Nordstrom's 
f. _ Loehmann 
g. _ Men's Weartlouse 
h. _ Sears 
i. _ . Target 
j. _ K-Mart 
k. _ WalMart 
I. _ Costco's 
m. _ Marshall's 
n. _ Good Guys 
o. _ Bur11ngton Coat Factory 
p. _ Foot Locker 
q. _ RiteAid 
r. _ Save-On 
s. _ TheGap 
t. _ Banana Republic 
u. _ Home Depot 
11. _ Sam's Club 
w. __l,,a, Hardware 
x. _True value 
y. _ COmp USA 
z. _Radio Shack 
1a _ Circuit City 
bb _ Best Buy 
cc _ The Warehouse 
dd _ Blockbuster 
ee _7-Eleven • 
ff _ Stater Bros. 
gg _ Ralph's 
hh _ Albertson 
Ii _ Food -4 Less 
jj _ HomeBase 
kk _ Office Depot 
II _ OlliceMax 
mm _ Auto Zone 
12. Wlilc:h of theH bankl Clo you UH 
(Check au that apply) 
a. _ Bank of Am■rica 
b. _ Cllif. Federal 
c. _Nations!ank 
d. _ Washington Mutual 
e. _ We111fll'go 
13. Wherw do you reel_ yow hnlthcare? 
1 . _ UHl".Healthcare 
b. _ Kaiser Permanente 
c. _ Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
d. _ Aetna 
e. _ HealthNet 
f. _ Secure Horizons 
g. _ PaciflCaTe 
h. _CIGNA 
I. ~ Riverside Cmty 
· J. _ $8 Community 
It _ SI. Bernadine's 
. I. _ Lomalinda 
m. _ Arrowhead SBCO Hosp. 
n. _ Inland Empire Health Plan 
o. _ SB Community/SI. Bera 
p. _ Parkvlew 
· q. _ Rlvffllele Qen. 
14. Which ot tlliM Nllular servlcN do 
you use? 
a . _ Pac8ell 
b. _ GTE 
c. _ AirTouctWerizon 
d. _ AT&TWireleSS 
e. _ Sprint PCS 
f. _ Nextel 
, Comments: _____ __. 
15. Do yeu ha"' acc.N to the Internet? 
a.~ Yes b. _ No 
To be eligible for the Readers 
,._P drawing, this form must 
bi received by 5pm, July 10. 
Name (Print) 
City Zip 
Der•ttme Tel. No. 
One woi:nan asked the· San• 
Bernardino Regional Water 
Authority Board, San Bernardino . 
Mayor Valles, County Supervisor t 
Jerry Eaves, Council persons Susan 
Lien, Esther Estrada, and MUNI 
representatives C. Patrick Mulligan 
and Ed Kilgore, (George Aguilar 
was absent) if they remembered 
Secombe Lake, a lake the residents 
say has a foul odor and dead fish 
COURT 
Continued from Front Page 
Judge W. Charles Morgan to begin 
the next day. 
Heil argued before Morgan that 
it was in the "interest of justice 
and the public to try two people 
together." However, Halstead 
successfully separated his case, 
and. had his trial date set for only 
one week later. He also told the 
judge that the prosecution had 
been less than forthcoming in 
terms of discovery. That the 
videotape depicting the freeway 
prayer vigil had been edited, 
omitting the actual traffic break . 
and the heavy presence of law 
enforcement depicted · in the 
police reports . Multiple pages of 
reports were missing and the 
transcripts of police 
communications were 
incomplete, because the even 
number pages were left out. 
During a meeting with Heil the 
next morning, Halstead finally 
received an entirely new packet 
of discovery including even more 
information that had been omitted 
than he previously had thought. 
Dui;ing the pre-trial hearing, 
Morgan placed multiple . 
restrictions on the trial , which 
would begin the next day for 
Dastmalchian. No tee-shirts, or 
. ',. .;. 
Critical of the lack of citizen 
buttons bearing Tyisha Miller's 
face could be worn in the 
courtroom: and no protests could 
be held within 60 feet of the Hall 
of Justice during the trial. "I have 
ti)e power to do this," he assured 
the protesters sitting in the 
courtroom . Heil voiced her 
concern that the case "was 
turning into a civil rights trial 
rather than what it is, a criminal 
prosecution." And so Morgan 
ruled that Tyisha Miller could not 
be mentioned during the trial 
except during jury selection and 
that the words "civil rights" or 
anything pertaining to these 
words would be banned from his 
courtroom. And posted upon the 
front doors at the Hall of Justice 
is an order by Supervising Judge 
J. Thompson HaT-Jks that any 
material bearing pictures of 
Tyisha Miller will not be allowed 
,inside the building until further 
notice, showing that the first 
amendment has been jettisoned as 
well. 
And with the words of these 
two judges, which no doubt will 
be repeated in the courtrooms of 
other judges as the protesters go 
to trial during the next seve~al 
months , the reason for the 
protests which have rocked 
Sit back. Relax. Ancl enjo~ 
the sweet sounds of a new game. 
Now·s the time to play. With jackpots that start ;it 57 million and 
Riverside and San Bernardino for 
over a year has been erased from 
the process, by the a:uthority of a 
Superior Court judge. As have 
the rights to free speech and. 
assembly, in a public place which 
has historically been the scene of 
many protests in Riverside. 
When she was alive, Tyisha 
Miller was a 19-year-old Black 
woman, loved by her family and 
friends, but relatively 
anomonyous as many of us are in 
a city of 250,000 people. As the 
latest victim of a. police 
department out of control, she has 
galvanized a wide cross-section 
of people. to agitate for social 
change to ensure that she be its 
last victim. The mere mention of 
her name stirs the emotions of 
people in this All-American city 
in different ways, from the high 
levels of local goverpment to 
people on its streets. And in the 
courtrooms of the Hall of Justice, 
her name and picture has elicited ' 
fear to the point where even the 
United States Constitution 
guaranteeing free speech and due 
process under the iaw has been 
declared persona non gratis in a 
city where -it is sorely needed. 
9 ways to win, what else is there to say but. I love playing this game. 
Please p lay responsibly. M11st he 18 or o lrlcr to pl,1y. J;ici<p0ts pilrd in 26 ;i,H1t1il l flily•ncnh 
(., 
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Paid Advertisement 
WATER WARS! IS THE -END IN SIGHT? 
· After 36 years, a truce has been called in the Water War between the people of the East San Bernardino Valley and the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California. As a result, for the first time, the East Valley's water surpluses can bec~me the financial asset they were one 
day destined to be. This will allow major investments to be made throughout our region, without raising taxes. Below, the full story is told. 
I 
1. The Battlefield 
✓East Valley Sits Atop A 1,000 Foot Deep Underground Lake 
How can the East Valley be rich in water, when it looks like a coastal desert? 
Our area is crossed at a diagonal by the San Jacinto earthquake fault. It runs from roughly Cajon Pass, under San Bernard0ino Valley College, under the 1-215 & I-10 freeway 
interchange and continues into the hills behind Loma Linda and Redlands. Where this fault crosses the Santa Ana River, it acts like a natural underground dam. 
For centuries, as water has drained from the San Bernardino Mountains and the eastern end of the San Gabriel Mountains, it has moved down the Santa Ana River and Lytle Creek 
channels. Most of this flow is underground and invisible. When it hits the San Jacinto Fault, it runs into a natural dyke. This forms the 1,000 foot deep underground, lake in the 
Bunker Hill Basin below Hospitality Lane, Inland Center, the freeway interchange and downtown San Bernardino. 
This lake is our key source of surplus water. 
✓East Valley's Underground Water Is An Asset ... And A Threat 
Having a 1,000 foot deep lake under such key economic assets as Hospitality Lane, Inland Center, the I-10 and I-215 freeway interchange and the offices in downtown San 
Bernardino presents problems for our area. The surface of rile lake lies just below ground level and sometimes rises to flood the buildings above it. We had a near miss in 1999, 
partly due to El Nino. · ' 
In the past, jobs were lost when the former South "E" Street Post Office and an Orange Show Road theater were permanently closed due to flooding. Also, in a strong earthquake, 
liquefaction from this high ground water could cause the collapse of buildings or the I-10 freeway interchange. 
Our region thus has an interest in lowering this high ground water level and·selling the excess water. 
✓Met Moves To Take Control Of The EastValley'sWater 
Throughout the 20th Century, ·Met and its affiliates have successfully acquired water rights throughout the West. For example, the LA Department of Water and Power 
drained the Owens Valley. Met obtain rights to Colorado River Water including the excess not used by other Western States. Met acquired rights to a major share of the 
water from the California Stare Water Project. 
By 1964, Met had convinced most of the East Valley's established leaders that the area should join. their system and let Met manage the region's water assets. In 1964, they 
scheduled an election to bring about the transfer of control. · 
✓Holcomb Wins The War To Keep Local Control OfWater 
Those who experienced the 1964 election remember it as the toughest in the East Valley's long and colorful history. 
Former San Bernardino Mayor Bob Holcomb, whose family had helped settle San Bernardino County, became convinced that the region's surplus water was far too value to be 
controlled from Los Angeles. In a coastal desert, access to water could decide the community's fate and that power needed to be kept in local hands. Besides, he and his allies 
believed that the region's. underground surplus water was the key to the EastValley' s long term prosperity just as underground oil had built Long Beach . 
. In what many saw as an unexpected outcome, over 60% of the public agreed with Holcomb's position. 
' Today, the farsightedness of those who fought the 1964 election is evident. The region controls more than enough water to handle its own growth. Southern California is thirsty 
and the region has one of the few untapped sources of supply. BUT ... 
2. The Skirmishes! 
✓ Met Able To Prevent East Valley Water Sales 
Two natural resources have been crucial to Southern California's development: water and oil. The East Valley is blessed with an abundant water supply. In the 1964 election, the 
area's voters decided to retain local control of their water by not joining the Met system. However, a commodity only has fina ncial value if it can be sold. And here, Met has held 
most of the cards. · 
Outside the East Valley, every major Southern California jurisdiction is part of the Met system and recei_\eS most of its water through its pipes and canals. Even if a local agency 
wanted to buy the East Valley's surplus water, Met was positioned to either deny access or charge very higlt fees for use of their delivery system. · 
As a result, though the East Valley has had abundant water for 36 years, there has been no place to sell it. 
✓ East Valley Gets Separate Rights To State Water Project Water .... Gets Rights To Sell Any Surplus 
Meanwhile, the East Valley was securing rights to more water. When .the State Water Project came on line in 1972, the region's independence meant it received its- own share of 
state water for joining the system. Today, and in the future, this amounts to I 02,600 acre feet a year. However, because the area is rich in native water, it has not needed most of 
this quota. In the 1990s, for instance, the average delivery has only been 7,600 acre feet ... leaving 95,000 acre feet a year available for sale. 
However, the State of California ruled that the SB Valley Municipal Water District, which manages the East Valley's water, could not sell this surplus on the open market. They 
wanted the rights to the surplus returned to the state for $6-$11 per acre foot. This, however, was not the district's understanding of the terms on which it joined the state system. 
A lawsuit ensued. ·· 
In 1997, this suit was settled in favor of the East Valley. The area can thus sell its state water at market rates. 
✓ Fighting For The Right To Deliver Water In Met Areas 
As the last 36 years have passed, conditions in Southern California's water markets have tightened. As a result, some of the areas in the Met system want to buy water from the 
East Valley at what they consider to be reasonable prices. Meanwhile, the East Valley continues to need markets for water it wants to pump from the underground lake that 
threatens Hospitality Lane, Inland Center, the 1-10 & 1-15 Interchange and downtown San Bernardino. 
As Met claimed the right to stop the East Valley from selling surplus state water in their system, the SB Valley Municipal Water District filed sued to gain that right. Meanwhile, 
Met sued the district to stop it from selling some of its surplus water to a private company intent upon marketi.ng it in Met's system. Both of these lawsuits are pending. However, 
they are being suspended by both sides in light of the chance for a LONG TERM TRUCE IN THE WATER WARS. 
.3. The Truce! 
✓ East Valley Still Wants To Sell Water 
As the 21st Century begins, the East Valley still has a need to reduce the high water levels threatening Hospitality Lane, Inland Center, the 1-10 interchange and downtown San 
Bernardino. The region also needs money to build a wide variety of infrastructure projects including the expansion of the Base line Feeder that brings water to Colton, R ialto and 
parts of Fontana; the expansion of the Foothill Feeder u Yucaipa; and the construction of additional infrastructure in San Bernardino to manage surplus water. 
✓ Met Needs New Water ~upplies & Has Leadership Change 
At the same time, Met finds itself facing a growing demand for-water just when it is losing some sources of supply. In the Owens Valley, lawsui ts have reduced the amount of 
water available to the L.A. Department of Water & Power. Met must make up the difference. Arizona and Nevada are starting to use their full Colorado River allocations and Met 
is losing access to their unused water. Political and environmental constraints are limiting the growth of Northern California water available to Met. As a result, Met must find 
new sources of water supply for the sake of the long term reliability of its system. 
At this crucial moment, Met has undergone a change of leadership and philosophy. The new leadership is clearly more inter~sted in solving water questions than perp~tuating old 
animosities. ,, 
✓ Met To Buy Some East Valley Surplus State Water 
In these new conditions, Met and the SB Valley Municipal Water District .have agreed to declare a one year truce to 36-years of Water Warfare to see if they can develop a long term 
working relationship. Under the cautious agreement, Met will buy 15,000 acre feet of the East Valley's surplus St_ate Water Project water for $150-$200 an acre foot. That is far 
above the $6-$1 1 an acre foot offered by the $tate. Also, Met will not object to allowing the Valley District to deliver 10,000 acre feet of excess native water to the Orange County 
Water District. The two sides will stall their lawsuits o{ter the East Valley's attempts to sell into the Met system, and the suits will be dropped as unnecessary if they can develop a 
long term agreement. · 
These measures will raise $4.1 million for the SB Valley Municipal Water District that will be used for infrastructure projects. 
✓ Truce Will Reduce East·Valley~s H~gh Ground-Water 
As an added benefit, the manner in which the sale to Met will be executed will lower the grouhd water threat in south San Bernardino. The 15,000 acre feet of surplus state water 
being sold to Met will · be delivered to them at the Devil Canyon after-bay near Cal:,St;tte San Bernardino. It will be poured on to the high ground along the base of the. San 
Bernardino Mountains above the valley's driest wells, making them more effective and lowering their pumping costs. In exchange, 25,000 acre feet of water will be pumped out of 
the underground flood zone with 15,000 going to Met and 10;000 to the Orange County Water District. 
✓ Truce Shows The Wisdom Of The 1964 Election 
In one fell swoop, the truce with Met turns the East Valley's excess state water rights into a financial asset for the taxpayers, lowers the water level in the area's underground flood 
plain, and puts water, as needed, into the aref s driest and' most expensive wells. This negotiation shows the foresight of the 1964 election as it has allowed the East Valley to stand 
before Met as an equal with surplus water to sell, at a time when Met's long term need is rising and their traditional sources of supply are stagnating or shrinking. 
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2000 Mercury Cougar 
. --~ 
>M 
: .. (, 
:, :,,, 
MSRP ....... $16,845 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $1200 
FACTORY 
REBATE ........ $1000 
1 AT THIS PRICE 
#Y5600156 
MSRP ..... ,. $19,790. 
FREEWAY • 
DISCOUNT ... $.1 BOO 
'-'ri I I 
.:I~ .._ ....... ..__. ('t.. . OR 6.9% FOR 60 MONTHS 
,.... . ~---- -•--··· --~----· -- .. , 
~: . ;: 
98 FORD ESCORT · · 
.'9999 
#R2028210 · 
99 FORD RANGER SUPERCAB XLT 
. $13,999 
#XPB10615 
98 FORD EXPLORER· $19,999 
#WZB38003 
FREEWAY 
99 MERCURY MYSTIQUE 
*10,999 
#XK622110 
99 MERCURY COUGAR · $13,999 
#X5657421 
99 FORD F150 PICKUP $19,999 
#XKB11647 . 
1 at this price 
#YM129250 
2000 Mercury · \ 
rrrtE'wAr .. s23,s30 Graild Marquis GS 
DISCOUNT .. ... $1650 
FACTORY 
REBATE ......... $1500 
2000 Lincoln Town Car 
Executive 
MSRP ....... $39,910 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $6000 
FACTORY 
REBATE ........ $1500 
CUSTOMER PRICE 
· $ 
OR 6.9% FOR 60 MONTHS 
93 LINCOLN MARK VIII 93 FORD TAURUS $,11,999 $12,999 
·#P4676202 #WG185587 
97VW JETTA 98 FORD WINDSTAR 
s14,999 $14,999 
#VM115196 #WBD45817 
99 FORD CLUB WAGON E350 2000 LINCOLN LS V8 $20,999 $28,999 
. #HB00532 • i I I ' 
. . - - ~ -~ FREEWAY SUPERSTORE ';:,,,.~:'.·  · :; 
LINCOLN 
MERCURY :~: 909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 
, g I 1600 CAMINO REAL. SAN BERNARDINO 2.9°:a, 5.9% •. 6.9%, 7.9°,0 tli,ough Ford Motor C1ed1t on 
npprovcd credit An uchlCles sulJtc(.1 b pnor snk> Pu; lax lie. doc. l"""'I ~ onv). On /ll)P!O'/'-dcrocil ~h,1 = <1Me.rfordnlnls. Strdartlrulesolefigibolity apply. saio11m1dostlotllutll/Jes9 7mi21Dl. 
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Assemly Member Cedillo's Bill to Attract Boxing to California 
PORTS SACRAMENTO-- On a vote of 6-1, the State Senate Business & Professions Committee approved AB 52 sponsored by Assemb!Y Member Gilbert Cedillo (D-Lps Angeles). The bill is designed to enable California to compete in attracting large boxing events. 'This Bill will · solidify Los Angeles' reputation as a sports and entertainment capital," Said Cedillo. 
The Black Voice News Page B-1 
[Back-to-Back for San Bernardino over Riverside 
. ' . . I 
Photo by JON GAEDE - BVN 
JUBILATION: The San Bernardino County All-Stars show their joy at winning their second consecutive Classic over Riverside County. 
Photo by JON GAEDE - BVN 
DEFENSE: Moreno Valley Valley View's Brian Pate and his defensive mates ptJt 
up a fight, but could not overcome the turnovers .. 
Photo by JON GAEDE - BVN 
CENTER: Rubidoux center Caleb Hervey won the Riverside 
Player's Scholarship from the SPORT Foundation. 
Photo by JON GAEDE • BVN Photo by JON GAEDE • BVN 
N0.1 : Eisenhower's Mario MCDowell says he's HEAD BANGERS: Brian Pate of Moreno Valley Valley View and Apolo Montenegro from Riverside 
"ready to take on the Pac-1 O defenders." ' North are both known as big hitters. Each knows how to put a hat on someone. 
Photo by JON GAEDE • BVN 
RIVERSIDE ALL-STARS: Although Riverside was beaten by San Bernardino County, the all-star all noted that the week long experience was 
fruitful and that the many of the new friendships made will be lasting. 1 
,\ 
Contact Sports Editor: Leland Stein Ill at (909) 682-6070 or blackvoice@eee.org 
LELAND 
STEIN 
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Playboy Jazz Fest Stages Non-Stop Excellence,\ 
,· 
•' 
The Rinde J,1,ice New, · 
HOLLYWOOD 
By Taylor Jordan 
If you were looking for a place to 
revel in the pure joy of good music, 
performers who cheerfully leaped 
past categorical confinement and 
people bonded in hip-to-hip frenzy 
and heart-to-heart celebration of life, 
then the Playboy Jazz Festival last 
weekend was the idyllic spot for 
you. 
Both Saturday 's and Sunday's 
lineups at the Hollywood Bowl were 
packed with talent. Overflowing, as 
a matter of fact, for the 22nd annual 
outing of Playboy. But Saturday 
could possible be the best ever for 
non-stop excellence in the festival's 
history. 
Not a single bad note was played 
from the first strummed and blasted 
by the talented teens in the Los 
Angeles County High School for the 
Arts Jazz Band directed by 
professor/jazz trumpeter Bobby 
Rodriguez to the last s.hout in 
Spanish of Los Van Van's closing. 
The people themselves were 
amazing. Except for one mean-
spirited, fat, racist' usher whose 
attitude was so ugly he even cut one 
of the trademark beach balls 
bouncing around the bowl, t he 
crowd was typically a jazz audience. 
This year, the sea of humanity was 
generally at its kindest, most fun and 
most tolerant of each other's level. 
It also included more teen-agers and 
young children than in years past, 
their attendance and enjoyment 
assuring jazz's future with fans' 
popularity. 
One boy, about age 12, got so 
exci ted while Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy swung in the styles of Cab 
Calloway, Duke Ellington and Gene 
Krupa, he jumped up on the stage's 
runway and danced, danced, danced. 
His agile body and frantic feet swept 
the runway in perfect, synchronized 
steps. 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy's lead 
singer Scotty Morris would later 
comment in an interview for cable 
television's "E!" that "people are 
wrong when they say young kids 
aren't interested in good music. 
They just need to hear good music 
and be exposed to good music to 
love it." 
Morris had good reason to feed off 
the energy of the audience of all 
ages. Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, 
sharing a day of double-sided stage· 
talents grabbed the brass best ring 
for Saturday in a set that moved at 
breakneck speed. 
Amazingly, these double-breasted, 
ha t-wearing l 940s- looking 
swingsters are from Ventura, not 
New York's Harlem, 52nd Street, 
the Cotton Club or Birdland. 
Drummer Kurt Sodergren sounded 
like Gene Krupa reincarnated. 
Morris ' mother probably wasn't 
born when Cab Calloway and Duke 
Ellington were kings of swing in the 
1930s and 1940s. But this young 
man definitely knew his swing and 
gave cultural credit for the stuff 
making Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 
relentless rhythmic revelers revving 
up jazz locomotives and having a 
helluva good time doing it. 
Tenor saxophonist Karl Hunter's 
excitement peaked so high he ran 
the entire length of the stage's 
extended runway, horn in mouth, 
playing hard, never missing a note 
or gasping for breath into the chords. 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy could 
appropriately re-name itself Swing 
Strut Swing and Swing Some More. 
Dianne Reeves, one of the best 
,. living jazz singers, consistently 
delivered ~n intense, emotionally 
c harged set. This princess only 
needs more time and age to be a 
queen. There is no temperamental 
, moodiness in her, on or off stage. 
The Jove she feels for the music she 
sings and the people she meets and 
entertains is real. No wonder she is 
a festival favorite wherever she 
plays. 
And this year at the bowl, Reeves 
connected the dots, paying humble : 
and love note-filled homage to her i 
musical mentor, the late, legendary ! 
Tito Puente, and showcasing the ' 
teen talents of the Crenshaw High · 
School Elite Choir. She remains a 
musical a nd visual delight, her 
Scotty Morris, co-founder of Big Bad 
Voodoo Daddy with drummer Kurt 
Sodergren, swings and shouts in Cab 
Calloway style to grab Playboy Jazz 
Fest Brass Best Ring. 
Warner and Karen 
Malina White, actors 
part of BIii Cosby's 
chosen children, 
enJoy music and fans 
at Playboy. 
Dancers at Playboy Jazzfestival cross all color and cultural lines. 
musical range, open-mouthed 
exuberance and facial emotions 
making her a fan and photographer's 
joy. 
Several artists defied categorical 
s tereotypi ng and broke barriers 
between musical expressions. 
East Cameroon bassist Richard 
Bona, Harry Belafonte ' s former 
musical director, proved jazz is 
everywhere on the planet, reaches 
remote hamlets, makes indelible 
impressions and sometimes 
stimulates new careers. Bona's 
explorations into the music of 
Belafonte, Jaco Pastorius , Joe 
Zawinul, Ben Webster, Miles Davis, 
African stars Manu Dibango and 
Salif Keila, Chet Baker and French 
musicians Didier Lockwood a nd 
Marc Ducret are apparent in the 
potpourri of his presentation. His 
sextet echoed endless styles of jazz -
- big band, mainstream, bebop, free, 
'Latin, Afro-Cuban, cool, modem --
and mixed in the roots of Africa and 
other cultural contributors to world 
music. 
Guitarist John Scofied fused jazz, 
rhythm-and-blues, pop and soul in a 
sizzling set, creating a natural lead 
in for the hybrid hip hop and jazz 
adventure of Ozomatli . This 
amalgamation co-mingled Afro-
Cuban, salsa, Latin, hip hop and rap 
into a whistle-blowing brew that 
teens and 20s rushed to dance to 
while older folks j ust patted their 
feet. 
Wynton Marsalis talks slow and 
easy in his Southern drawl, but even 
as headmaster of the sophisticated 
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra he 
remains the hot lips of the trumpet 
world. And when he does anything 
from his native New Orleans, the 
fans' white handkerchiefs, napkins 
and scarves wave in mass. 
Polyrhythmic drummer Elvin 
Jones' latest Jazz Machine makes 
him an elder in the Art Blakey Jazz 
Sc hool of Musically Me ntorin g 
Talent. Ruben Blades used t<? put 
people into ~pontaneous samba/salsa 
lines before he temporarily retired. 
And he did it again in his triumphant 
return to Playboy. 
Celia Cruz, the undisputed queen 
of Latin and Afro-Cuban music, 
finally came to Playboy. And she 
was worth the wait. Cut from the 
same cloth as Ella Fitzgerald and 
£?cape to the Portofino Hotel & Yacht Club. The only u· ocdnfront hotel in greater Los Angeles. 
This special invitation includes reduced rates on incredibly 
comfortable guest rooms, spectacular ocean views and dinner 
for two at Pooch's, a Robbin Haas restaurant concept 
MARINA VIEW OCEAN VIEW 
Rates include dinner 
far two at Pooch s 
FOR RES ERVATIONS CALL (800) 468-4292. 
,. 
THE PORTOFINO 
H O TEL & YA C H T C LUB 
A Noal.l H ouse H OTEL I 
~ 
H,.'N..E tM.61. 
---~l,HUIA.l#b.t'HI 
260 PORTOF JNO WAY REDONDO B EAC H , CALIFORNIA 90277 
• Subject to awi/ab11ity. S65 dinner tretl1i does not indu,/e 1/Jx or g,r,lllity. Expirts 9/5/00. 
Sarah Vaughan, she is a consummate 
entertainer, always throwing her 
total self into the performance every 
time she hits a stage. She is a 
timeless artist who knows no 
cultural bounds. This diva has taken 
Afi;_o-Cuban music to the world and 
beco me an ambassador in the 
tradition of Dizzy Gillespie, 
Machita, Tito Puente and Mario 
Bauza. It seems she's also a bit of a 
women's libber, featuring females 
on trumpets and tenor sax as well as 
background vocals. 
Lou Rawls, cool in white-suited 
fashion and silky voiced song, also 
wowed the audience as anticipated 
in his Playboy debut. A familiar and 
favorite ci:ooner with fans, many 
sang along with him although not 
necessarily in· the trademark 
baritone, four-octave voice th~t has · 
made Rawls a chart topper for four 
decades. One recognizes Rawls ' 
voice, sight unseen, because of his 
hitmaking talent as well as his 
charitable efforts on behalf of the 
United Negro College Fund (he 
raised more than $200 million for 
UNCF). His ballad and blues-
dripping finale put festival goers in 
the mood for love and took fans 
home in a mellow mood. 
Sizzling sides, the support 
instrumentalists who enHve'n· 
ensembles Jed by others, includ~d · 
pianist Eric Lewis with Elvin Jon~s; 
drummer Tony Austin (A L.~ . 
County High School for the Arts 
grad who won back-to~back solo, 
all-star and combo honors as a teen 
at Monterey Jazz Festival) with the 
Spotlight A~ards Alumni Banc{; 
violinists Pedro Fajardo and Gerardp. 
Miro in Los Van Van; pianist Werner, 
Gierig and percussionist May.ca 
Casales with violinist Regina Carter;. 
Boney James and Rick Braun•fo. 
each other; all of Cos of Goo'd 
MusicV. "'· 
Word of advice to Norman Brow» :, 
There ain't but one George Benson·: 
You're not him. Find your own 
styl~. please. , '', 
'. ' 
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What's Going On 'Round Town weekly. Home Gardens Elementary School. · 13550 Talton Ave., Home Gardens -
2:45-3:15 p.m. weekly. 
J~ne 22 - July 9, 8:00 p .. m "Two 
Men Losing Their Minds" held over 
thanks to popular demand and 
glQwing reviews at the Moving Arts 
aMhe Los Angeles Theatre Center, 
51~ S. Spring St., Los Angeles. 
Tickets are $18. per person and 
group rates are available. For 
reservations .contact (213) 622· 
?,906. 
·~ 
J'u'ne 26-30, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., 
Stylists Jacqui & Alisa are 
conducting a free weave 
symposium. Come in and join us 
at •ORA's Wigs, 444 E. Foothill, 
§uite F, Rialto. Ora will consult you 
with the "New" vented pull through 
wi$J that is lightweight and excellent 
for thinning hair. Get a free 
c6nsultation on a weave that best 
fits· you. The Net •· Weave, Pole-
Weave, Infusion (strand-by-strand) 
as.seen on Toni Braxton. IThe skin-
pc)rt closur~ that looks like your 
QV.:n scalp. Sign up for weave 
classes. Look for our booth at the 
Juneteenth Jam 2000 at Cal State 
tJniversity. Drawing each night for 
wfgs, 1/2 off on weaves, human 
hair. For more information contact 
(909) 421-141 o or (909) 381-6111. 
4u1y 1, 2, 3, and 4th, luxury bus 
turnaro\,Jnds to Las Vegas, Jean, 
taughlin and Stateline Nevada. 
for reservations and more 
fnformation, call Marty at (909) 324· 
7383. 
july 8, 4:00 p.m., The Inland 
Empire Concerned African 
American Churches invites you to 
~ttend an awards ceremony 
honoring four African American 
iiewspapers in the Inland Empire: 
~merican News, The Black Voice 
News, Precinct Report and 
Westside Story. This ceremony will 
take place at New Hope Missionary 
Baptist Church , 1575 W. 17th 
$treet in San Bernardino. 
July 9, 2:00 p.m . to 4:00 p.m. , 
Afro-Cuban Drumming Workshop 
with Joe Addington and Trio Ache'. 
A musical adventure for all. Listen 
to the music of drummer Joe 
~ddington and Trio Ache' . 
~fterwards you will then have the 
opportunity to exper!'ment and play 
the sounds and rhythms of this 
musical art form at Eagle Rock 
Community Cultural Center, 2225 
Colorado Blvd. (At Rockland St.), 
E;agle Rock. For more information 
contact (3231226-1617. 
July 10 - August 11, For the fourth 
year, The Salvation Army in 
Riverside will host a five-week day 
camp for children, grades 1-6, at 
3695 First Street (near downtown 
Ri'£erside). This special program 
wit be held Monday thru r-riday 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and will 
involve the children in organized 
ga·rnes, arts & crafts, drama, free 
time, and tours of libraries, 
newspapers, museums, ~to.There 
ar~ spaces available for 20 
chHdren. For more information, 
please call (909) 784-4490. 
Ju,ly 14-30 A zesty array of 
entertainers will add their sizzling 
tem,pos, red-hot rocking, bluesy 
molnents and country notions to an 
Orange County Fair theme of "Hot! 
Hot! Hot! We're Spicin' It Up!" when 
they take the stage for the headline 
coo.cert series at this year's Fair. 
Located at 88 Fair Drive, Costa 
Mesa, California . For more 
information contact (714) 708-
1543. . 
August 5, 10:00 a.m., The Lula 
Washington Dance Theatre 
COl').tinues its 20th anniversary 
cel~bration with wo shows at the 
John Anson Ford Amphitheatre . 
Joln the Youth Dance Ensemble, 
wit!). kids from 6 to 13 years old, as 
they present "Cinderella and Her 
22 ~l:}gly Step Sisters. Tickets are 
$7,00. For more information or to 
purchase tickets call (323)1-GO-
FORD. 
, 
August 19, 20, 26, 27 10:00 a.m. 
to r:00 p.m., the 15th Annual Los 
Angeles African Marketplace and 
Cultural Faire, themed "A Millennial 
Celebration of Africa's 
Spahish/Latin Legacy," will feature 
en,ertainment; special events and 
festivals; shop Affica, The 
Caribbean and Latin America; 
exotic cuisine, soul food and much 
mqre at Rancho Cienega Park, 
50Q.1 Rodeo Road in southwest 
Los , Angeles. Prospective 
exi,rbitors and potential volunteers 
may call the African Marketplace 
office for applications at (213) 847-
151-0 
Ocfober 14-22 The Farmers fair 
and· Expo invites Riverside County 
residents to turn competitive 
entcies into gold at this year's 
an@al event. Ribbons and _cash 
awards are offered in hundreds of 
divisions including youth and adult 
categories. The 54th edition of the 
fair_ is themed, ~Fishing for 
California Gold." . For additional 
information contact (909) 657-
4221 . 
September 15-17th, Big Bear 
Lake's first annual International 
Film Festival will be held for Bear 
Fest 2000 in various venues 
throughout this mountain 
community, nestled in the San 
Bernardino National Forest. For 
more information call (909) 866-
3433. 
Appli~ations are now being 
evaluated by The Ten Star All Star 
Basketball Camp. Boys and girls 
age,s 7-19 can apply. College 
Basketball Scholarships are 
possible for the most advanced 
players. For an evaluation form, 
call (704) 372-8610 anytime. 
Volunteers 
Thursday 
Butterfield Elementary School, 
16275 Grand Ave., Lakeland Village 
-11-11:30a.m. weekly 
Clinton Keith & Palomar, Northeast 
corner, Wildomar - 12:30-1:30 p.m. 
biweekly. 
Windmill Farms .. 33625 Mission 
Trail, Wildomar - 2:00-2:30 p.m. 
biweekly. 
Wildomar Elementaiy School. 21575 
Palomar St., Wildomar - 3:00-3:45 · 
p.m. biweekly. 
Butterfield Elementary SchooL 
16275 Grand Ave., Lakeland Village 
- 11-11:30 p.m. weekly. 
Aguanga General Store. 45140 
Highway 79 South, Aguanga - 2:00-
3:00 p.m. biweekly. 
ATTENTION 
Tutors Wanted. Help adults learn 
to read. Volunteers are needed 
for the Adult Literacy Program 
serving the Fontana, Rialto, and 
Bloomington libraries. The next 
tutor training workshops are being 
held Jan. 22 and 29 at the 
Fontana Library. To sign up or for 
more information, please call 
Virginia at (909) 350-4211. 
Health Plan members and the public 
and a $15 materials fee from 
January 17 February 21, 2000 from 
10:00 a.m. to Noon, at Kaiser 
Permanente Medical Center, 
M~dical Office Building 2, 6th Floor, 
9961 Sierra Avenue, Fontana. 
Meditation, the Sacred Journey, 
facilitator Na'lmah D. Powell, M.D., 
RSCP. For pre-registration contact 
Myra Allen (909) 789-1738. 
Teen Group Sessions, held 
Tuesday and Thursday, 4-6 p.m. 
held at Tri-City Violence Prevention 
Outreach Center, 980 S. 
Bloomington Ave., Ste. B, 
Bloomington. The group discuss 
conflict resolution, violence 
prevention, effecti've community 
skills and more. For more 
information, call (909) 820-0400 or 
(909) 381-3471. 
15 CARS AND A GRAND PRIZE OF A 3 
BEDROOM HOME GIVE AWAY 
The Salvation Army of Ontario is 
seeking the public's help with food 
and financial donations for its 
annual community Thanksgiving 
Day Meal on November 25. 
Captain Darren Trimmer of the 
Ontario Salvation Army anticipates 
serving 600 meals this year, which 
will be served from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. at the Army's church facility at 
1412 S. Euclid Avenue in Ontario. 
For more information, please call 
(909) 986-6748. 
Dispute Resolution, The Dispute 
Resolution Center, is currently . 
seeking community members to 
train as volunteer mediators. 
Qualified volunteers who commit to 
the program will receive 32 hours of 
trainin·g to become certified 
mediators. There is no cost for the 
certification. The fee for the 
mediation training class is $150.00. 
Classes are scheduled Tuesday and 
Thursday from 6:00-9:1 0 p.m. For 
more information, call (909) 955-
4903. 
Bookmobile Schedule 
The Riverside Historical Society is 
now soliciting manuscripts for its 
local history journal. The fifth issue 
of the Journal of the Riverside 
Historical Society will be published 
in February 2001, and will feature 
articles on Riverside's past. 
Manuscripts should not exceed 
2,000 words in lehgth, not including 
end notes. For questions of style, 
authors should consult the 14th 
edition of the Chicago Manual' of 
Style. Please mail manuscripts by 1 
August 2000 to: Publications 
Committee, Riverside Historical 
Society, P.O. Box 246, Riverside, CA 
92502. 
Yes!! You read it right. On July I, 2, and 9th, The Trinity Center Foundation's, 
Charity (Restoration of the Family World Crusade) will be hosling a fundraising 
housing seminar. Trinity, is endeavoring to raise funds once a month to house 
several homeless families, supply them with transponation, food, clothing, job 
training, employment, child care assistance, tutoring classes and scholarships to 
continue education. As pan of this seminar, we will be giving away-one of 15 
brand new cars to.-15 different registries with winning tickets and one other 
registry will receive the grand prize of a brand new 3 bedroom home located in the 
City of Fontana, California. Cars will be provided by Exclusive VW, Subaru 
Dealership of Ontario, California. This charity is not to be considered a (HAND 
OUT, BUT A HAND UP). 
AT THE SEMINAR 
INTRODUCTION TO 'TRINITY CENTER ORGANIZATION 
Support Groups· 
Classes 
• How to buy a home with no money down 
• Buying a home regardless of credit history 
• How to become a Real Estate Investor 
making profits from $10,000.00 and up per 
propeny 
• How to buy income propeny 
• Programs on becoming debt free in 7 months 
or less 
• Information and access to millions of dollars 
in FREE government grants 
July 1st & 2nd July 9th 
Home Care: Skills for the Family 
Care Giver Training, provided by 
American Red Cross, Inland Empire 
Chapter in San Bernardino. Three 
four-hour sessions will be held from 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. beginning Tuesday, 
January 18, and on Thursday, 
January 20. Pre- registration is 
required. To enroll or to request 
information on other Red Cross 
courses, call (909) 888-1481 or the 
Redlands Branch Office at (909) 
793-2184. 
The Community Counseling 
Center at Cal State, San Bernardino 
is making· appointments for adults 
facing such issues as depression, 
anxiety, traumatic life changes, 
relationship problems and eating 
disorders. A $10 fee is charged for 
each SO-minute counseling session. 
For more •information, call the 
Community Counseling Center at 
(909) 880-5569. 
Residents in rural and remote areas 
of Western Riverside County will 
enjoy more convenient . library 
service provided by a newly 
launched bookmobile operated by 
the Riverside County Library 
System. 
Hourly sessions staning from (8am to 10pm) Hourly sessions staning from (1pm to 10pm) 
Tuesdays 
Quail Valley •Bible Church/Project 
.Litt, 28780 Quail Place, Quail Valley 
- 3:00-3:45 p.m. f>iweekly. 
Menifee Elementary School. 26301 
Garboni Rd, Menifee - 4:00-4:30 
p.m. biweekly. 
Riverside Municipal Auditorium Ontario Convention Center 
3485 Mission Inn Ave. 2000 Convention Center Way 
Riverside, CA Ontario, CA 91764 
For Directions (909) 787-7678 For Directions (909) 937.3000 
Tickets: $36.1)()/person $55.00/married couple 
Arthritis Self-Help Class Kaiser 
Permanente Medical Center in 
Fontana and the Arthritis Foundation 
is offering a six-week Arthritis Self-
Help Class. The class is open to 
Option House, Inc. offers support 
groups for women who are victims 
of Domestic Violence. Support 
Groups are free and confidential, 
Sundays 6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. , 
Mondays 6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. 
Groups are held at Domestic 
Violence Outreach Center, 3333 
North "E" St. in San Bernardino. For 
more information, call (909) 882-
0082. 
Wednesdays 
The Farm. 21376 Pecan, Wildomar -
9:45:-10:30 a.m. weekly. 
El Cerrito Elementary School, 7581 
Rudell Rd, El Cerrito - 11 :30-12: 15 
Ticket Information: Tickets available at Ticketmaster outlets (909) 788-3944 
Limited Seating Available Call and Reserve Your Seat Now (909) 372-8780 or toll 
free (888) 415-9611 . 
We Accept Master Card, Visa, American Express, and Discovery 
The Trinity Center Foundation will not be responsible for any misprints or 
misunderstandings that arise from this ad. 
' 
Legals Cont 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Sharon Denise Calhoun 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by Individuals 
•· Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 4/99. 
s/ ... Robert Paul Calhoun 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itsett authorize the use in this state of a 
fict~ious business name in violation of the 
rights of another und~r federal, state, or 
common law (sec . 1440 et. seq. b &p 
code) 
Slatement filed wi th the County of 
Riverside on 06/09/00. 
I hereby certify that !his copy is a colTeCI 
copy of the original statement on file in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004469 
p.6'15, 6122, 6129, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HAIR IMPRESSIONS 
1012 E. Sixth Street 
Corona, CA 91719 
Darise Daniel (Crystalline) 
12689 Buttonwood Ci,i:le 
Riverside, CA 92503-4602 
Dorothy Michelle Baldwin 
3557 Galatea Way 
Corona, CA 92882 
Lisa Benjamin 
3180 Crestline Drive 
Corona, CA 91719 • 
This bus_iness is conducted by Co• 
Partners. · 
Registrant commenced to l ransact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on January 10, 
2000. 
s/ ... Darise C. Daniel 
The filing of this statemen1 does not of 
~sett authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of !he 
rights Of another under federal , slate, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p 
Code) 
Statement filed with !he County of 
Riverside on 05/31/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a correcl 
copy of the original statement on Ille In my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004222 
p.6122, 6129, 716, 7/13 
The following person(s) Is (are) doing 
business as: 
CALIFORNIA CERAMIC FACTORY 
5686 Mission Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Chr1atine Giambra (Emily) 
17136 Santa Suzanne 
Founlain Valey, CA 92708 
Thia business is conducled by Individual. 
Registrant has not ye! begun lo 1$n9acl 
business under !he fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
II ... Christine Giamtn 
The filing of !his statement does not of 
ilself aUlhorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name In violation al the 
rights al another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p 
code) 
Stalement liled with the County of 
Riverside on 06/13/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct 
copy of the original statement on Ille in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004562 
p.6122, 6129, 7/6, 7/13 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
BORN FREE MINISTRIES 
HIS WINGS WOMEN'S MINISTRY 
27965 Menttee Rd. 
Sun City, CA 92586 
Grace Marie Claylon 
41023 Montelena Circle 
Temecula, CA 92591 
This business is conducled by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) HS1ed above. 
s/ ... Grace Claylon 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itsett aulhorize the use in this stale of a 
fictitious business name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p 
code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/15/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct 
copy of the oliginal stalement on file in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, Co..-ity Cieri< 
FILI. NO. 004634 
p.6122, 6129, 7/6, 7113 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
CARNIYALE' ENTERPRISES 
3425 Fairm0\.111 Blvd., Suite 6 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Henry Velez (NMN) 
3425 Fairm0\.111 Blvd., Suite 5 
Riverside, CA 92501 
This b',ISiness is conduc1ed by Individual. 
Registrant hM n01 yet begun to transact 
business under the ficlitious business 
name(a) listed above. 
s/ ... Henry Velez 
The filing of this stalement does not of 
itself aUlhorize the use In this state of a 
fictitious business name In violation of the 
rights of another under federal, state, or 
common law (Sj!C. 1440 et. seq. b &p 
code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/15/00. 
, I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct 
copy of the original statement on file In my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003803 
p.5118, 5125, 611, 618, 6122, 6129, 7H;, 7/13 
The following person(sl la (are) doing 
business as: 
TATE MOTORS 
3324 Pachappa Hil , 
• Riverside, CA 92506 
Paul l<inNl!a (John) 
3324 PIIChappa Hl1 
Riverside, CA 92506 
'\ 
This business Is condUded by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) !isled above. 
s/ .. . Paul Kinsella 
The filing of this slatemenl does not al 
itsett aUlhorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of the 
rights of another under federal. stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p 
code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/08/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct 
copy of the original statement on file in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004434 
p.6122, 6129, 716, 7113 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
buslnNSas: 
BORN FREE MINISTRIES, INC. 
HIS WINGS WOMEN'S MINISTRY 
27965 Menifee Road 
Sun City, CA 92586 
Bom F- Ministries, Inc. 
27965 Menifee Rd. 
Sun City, CA 92586 
Thia business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has n01 yet begun to 1ra111act 
business under !he fictitious business 
name{al !ISied above. 
II ... Grace M. Claylon 
The filing of !his slatement does not of 
ilsen authorize the use in this stale of a 
fictllloul buslnels name In violation of the 
righls of another under federal, atate, or 
common law (sec. 14◄0 el. seq. II &p 
code) 
SIaIament filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/16100. 
I hef8by certify that this copy Is a correct 
copy of the original statement on file In my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004672 
p.6/22, 6129. 716, 7113 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
bualnessu: 
DESIGNER GENES 
3700MainStrMI 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Sandia Dawn Householder 
24 s. Buena Vista Street 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Thia buelnees Is conducted by lnclvldual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(a) listed above. · 
st .. . Sandra HouHholder 
The filing of )his statement does not of 
'11ae11 authorize the use in this slate of a 
fictltloull ~ name in violation of -Ille 
righla of anOlh8r under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. Hq. b &p 
code) 
Statement filed with 1he County of 
Rlwrslde on 06f01/00, 
I hef8by certify that this copy la a correct 
copy of the ollglnal Malement on Ille In my 
office. 
GARY L. OASO, County Cler1< 
FIL\: NO. 004282 
p.6122, ~. 718, 7/13 
The following person(a) la (are) doing 
business as: ,' 
BLUE SKY RANCH 
3064 W. -La Habra Ave. 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Ronald Leroy Bartass 
16800 S.E. Oatfield Rd. 
Milwaukie. OR 97267 
Colleen Roberta Sexton 
3064 W. La Habra Ave. 
Heme!, CA 92545 
This business is conducted by Co-
Panners. 
Registrant has no! yet begun to transact 
business under the f ictitious business 
name(s) isled above. 
s/ ... Ronald L. Bariass 
The filing of this statement does no! of 
ttsett aUlhorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of !he 
rights of another under federal, slale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p 
code) 
Stalemenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/19/00. 
I hereby certify thlll this copy is a colTeCI 
copy Of the original statement on file In my 
office. . 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004727 
p.6129, 716, 7/13, 7120 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
businesa as: · 
BLUE SKY TRANSPORT SERVICE 
3064 W. La Habra Ave'. 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Ronald Lan,y BarlasS 
16800 S.E. Oalfield Rd. 
MilWaukia, OR 97267 
Thia bualness is concu:1ed by Individual. 
Regislranl commenced 10 transact 
buslneee <.nder the fictitious name(s) Hsted 
.above on 6/1312000. 
11 ... Ronald L. BMass 
The filing of !his slatemenl does not of 
llaen authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious bualness name in violation of !he 
rights of another under federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p 
code) 
Slalement filed with the County of 
Rlvel9lde on 06/19/00. 
I hereby ce'11fy Iha! thia copy is a correcl 
copy of the original statement on file in my 
offlce. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004726 
p.6129, 716, 7/13, 7/20 
The following person(sl Is (are) doing 
busineas as: 
QUALITY AUTO PARTS WARl!HOUSI! 
3812 Pierce Streel, Suite K 
· Riverside, CA 92503 
Steve Dinh Tran 
130 Colta Craela 
Walnut, CA 91789 
u.. Ngoc Duong 
14831 Bouque Ct. 
Tustin, CA 9280 
Thia bual.-- la conducted by a General 
P811nef9hip. 
Reglalranl commenced lo lranaact 
bullrma imer the flctllloua IIMle(a) liatad 
abov9on ◄JIM. 
11 ... St-Tran 
The filing of this statement does not of 
Itself authorize the use in this state of a 
lictttious business name in violation of the 
rights al another under federal , state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 e t. seq . b &p 
code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06121100. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct 
copy of the original statement on lite in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004786 
p.6129, 7/6, 7/13, 7/20 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HOPE RISING MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
15585 Nueces Cl. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Courage Ekhaguere (Ose) 
15585 Nueces Ct. 
Moreno Valley. CA 92551 
This business is conducled by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to lransact 
business under the fictit ious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Courage Ekhaguere 
The f iling of this statement does no! of 
itself aUlhorize !he use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violalion al the 
rights of another under federal, state , or 
common law (sec . 1440 et. seq. b &p 
code) 
· Statemenl filed with the C ounty of 
Riverside on 06/19/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct 
copy of the original stalement on file in my 
office. 
GARY L. ORSO, Counly Clerk 
FILE NO. 004712 
p.6129, 7/6, 7/13, 7/20 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
RJB RESOURCES UNLIMITED 
25689 Rosebay Court 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Belinda Ann Bailey 
10145 Delcrasta Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
CALIFORNIA 
Mahalia Johnson 
15398 Normando Court 
Morano Valley, CA 92551 
CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Ross 
25684 Rosebay Court 
Morano Valley, CA 92553 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted a General 
Partnership. 
Aegistranl has no! yet begun lo transact 
business under !he fictitious business 
name(s) lsted above. 
s/ ... Belinda A. Beiley 
The filing of !his slalemenl does no! of 
ttsell authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious l>u8ineSS name in violation 01 the 
rights of another under federal, stal e, or 
common law (sec . 1440 el. seq. b &p 
coda) 
J 
Statement flied with !he County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a co~ 
copy of the original stalement on file in my 
offlca. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004384 
p.6129, 716, 7/13, 7/20 
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION OF 
SUMMONS OR CITATION 
Case No, RIC 3372116 
Kathlyn Bloom•Rudibaugh 
Bloom. Rudibaugh & Gunn. APC 
805 E. Florida Ave. 
Hemet. CA 92543 
(909) 652-1400 
Bar No. 079789 
Attorney for CYNTHIA SEMMENS 
·superior Court, County of Riverside, State 
of Cal~omie, 4050 Main St., Riverside, CA 
92501 . 
Title of Action Semmens v Bagonis 
Upon reading and filing evidence 
consisling of a declaration as provided In 
Sect ion 41 5.50 CCP by Cynthia 
Semmens, and it satisfactorily appearing 
therefrom thl!t the defendant, respondenl, 
or citee Carol E. Bagonis, cannot be 
served with reasonable diligence In any 
other manner specified In article 3, 
Chapter 4, Tille 5 of the Code of CMI 
Procedure, and It also appearing from the 
verified complaint o r pethion that a good 
cause of action exists in this acllon In 
favor of !he plaln!iff, petitioner, or chN 
therein and &ga inst the defendant, 
respondent, or citee and th&! t11e H id 
defendant , respondenl , or citee Is a 
necessary and proper party to the action 
or that t he party to be served has or 
claims an inlerest In, real. or personal 
property in this state that is subject lo the 
ju risdiction of !he Court or the relief 
demanded in !he aclion consis!s wholly or 
in part in excluding such party from any 
interest in such property: NOW. on motion 
of KATHLYN BLDOM- RUDIBAUGH 
Attomey(s) for !he Plaintiff(s). Petilioner(a), 
or contestant(s), rr IS ORDERED that the 
service of said summons or citation in this 
acl ion be mp.de upon said defendant, 
respondent, or cilee by publication thereof 
in THE BLACK VOICE a newspaper of 
general ci rculat ion published al 
RIVERSIDE, California, hereby 
designated as the newspaper most likely 
to give notice to said defendant; that said 
publication be made at least once a week 
for lour successive weekS. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT a copy 
of said summons or citation and of said 
complaint or petition in this action be 
forthwith deposited in the United States 
Post Office, post-paid, directed to said 
defendanl. respondenl, or cltee If his 
address is ascertained before expiration of 
!he time prescribed for the publication of 
this summons or citation and a declaration 
of !his malling· or of !he fact thal the 
address was not ascertained be flied al 
!he expiralion of !he l ime prescribed for 
the publication. 
Date: May 17, 2000 
sl .. . Joan F. Ellinger 
. p. 6122 
'. 
; 
; 
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LEG ALS/CLASSI Fl EDS 
The Black Voice News 
AREA COORDINATOR 
$2815-$2591/mo eff 7/1/00 
Plus Benefits 
Area Coordinators provide 
supervision & daily administra-
tive oversight for an assigned 
group of teaching sites as part of 
the County's Head Start 
Program. REQ'S: License/Cert.: 
Possess/qualify for a 
Supervisor's Permit & Regular 
Children's Center Instructional 
Permit or Teacher's Permit: 
Valid Food Handler's Card & 
CPR/.First Aid cert req'd. Ed: AA 
and 6 sem units in Nursery 
School Admin. Exp: 1 yr (equiv. 
to a PSD Site Supervisor) over-
seeing the daily operation of a 
pre-school site. Apply by 
6130100. 
PSD TEACHER 
$11 .26 - $14.37/approx hourly 
eff 7/1/00 
Plu$ Benefits 
Teachers provide teaching 
instruction & supervision to pre-
school aged children at a Head 
Start site. These are contract 
positions for approx 9 mos/yr. 
Reqs Children's Center Permit. 
See official announcement for 
full details on requirements. 
Applications accepted on a 
continuous basis. 
San Bernardino County HR· 
157 W. Fifth St., First Fioor 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440 
(909) 387-8304 
www.co.san-bemardino.ca.us 
EOE/ADA Compliant 
p. 6122 
L EGALS 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MONEY TREE FINANCIAL 
5045 Butlel\Orive 
RiVerside, CA ~ , 
Mary F. Morris (Frances) 
5045 Butler Drive 
Aivel'Side, CA 92505 
This bl/Sines~ is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Mary F. Morris 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/10/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003681 
p.B/8, 6115, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BUM STEERS 
TAKE A BOUGH 
19313 Pyramid Cir. 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
Heather Haworth (Nicole) 
19313 Pyramid Circ. 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
Michael Haworth (Earl) 
19313 Pyramid Cir. 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals -· Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Heather Hawo r1h 
The filing ol this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/18/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
ment on file in my office, 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 003901 
p.618, 6/15, 6/22, 6/29 
The follQwing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
DESERT PRINTING CO. 
41651 Corporate Way 
P2lm n iic:ort ('.A Q??M 
Wanda Saunders Matranga 
73250 Desert Rose Drive 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Anthony George M atranga 
73250 Desert Rose Dr. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
This business i.s conducted by 
Individuals -- Husband & Wife. 
Regist rant commenced to trans• 
act business 4nder the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
4/01/00. 
s/ .. .Wanda Matranga 
The liling o f this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in , 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under lederal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440·et seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/31/00. 
I hereby certily that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on lile In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 001281 
p.618, 6/15, 6'22, 6129 
T~ lollowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE PRINTING PUCE 
41651 Corporate Way 
Palm Desen, CA 92260 
Wanda Saunders Matranga 
73250 Desert Rose Dr. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Anthony Matranga 
73250 'Oesen Rose Or, 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
COUNSELORS NEEDED 
Non-public school s.erving chil-
dren with special needs, 0-6 
years, is seeking two lamlly coun·-
selors, MFT or LCSW license 
required, Experience with chil-
dren with special needs pre-
ferred. For info and application: 
The Children's Center of 
Riverside (909) 784-0020. 
FOR SALE 
Salon Furniture 
Complete Salon Furniture for 
sale (12) brand new. (909) 
361-2200 
Vendors 
Attention vendors. 
event coming soon. 
361-2200 
Furniture/Stove 
Large 
(909) 
Gas stove, good condition 
runs great $100 obo, futon 
$50, full/twin bunk bed 
frame $30. (909) 769-3632 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
sealed bids will be received in the 
Purchasing Department of the 
San Bernardino City Unified 
School District, at 777 North "F" 
Street, San Bernardino, 
California, on or before July 13, 
2000, at 2:00 p.m., for: 
Bid No. 9-00, PLUMBl~G MATE· 
RIALS 
Bid forms on which the bid must 
t,e. presented, specifications, 
terms, conditions, and instruc-
tions required for bidding may be 
secured at above department. 
The Board of Education reserves 
the right to reject any or all bids, 
and to waive any irregularities or 
informalities In any bid or in the 
bidding and to accept or reject 
any items thereon. 
Publication dates are: June 29, 
2000 and July 6, 2000 
SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNI-
FIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
By: Dora Sanchez 
Buyer 
P.6129 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
sealed bids will be received in the 
Purchasing Department of the 
San Bernardino City Unified 
School District, at 777 North "F" 
Street, San Bernardino, 
California, on or before July 13, 
2000, at 2:00 p.m., for: 
Bid No. 10-00, IRRIGATION 
MATERIALS 
Bid forms on which the bid must 
be presented, specifications, 
terms, conditions,' and instruc-
tions required for bidding may be 
secured at above department. 
The Board of Education reserves 
the right to reject any or all bids, 
and to waive any irregularities or 
informalities in any bid or in the 
bidding and to accept or reject 
any items thereon, 
Publication dates are: June 29, 
2000 and July 6, 2000 
SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNI-
FIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
By: Dora Sanchez 
Buyer 
P.6129 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
sealed bids will be received in the 
,Purchasing Department ol the 
:San Bernardino City Unilied 
,School District, at 777 North "F" 
istreet, San Bernardino, 
jCalifomia, on or before July 13, 
:2000, at 2:00 p.m., l~r. · 
iBid No. 11-00, SMALL ENGINE 
jMATERIALS 
Bid forms on which the bid must 
be presented, specifications, 
terms, conditions, and instruc-
tions required lor bidding may be 
1secured at above department. 
i 
!The Board of Education reserves 
!the right to reject a ny or all bids, and to waive-any Irregularities or 
' info rmalities in any bid or in the 
bidding and to. accept or reject 
any items thereon. 
Publication dates are: June 29, 
2000 and July 6, 2Cl00 
SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNI-
FIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
By: Dora Sanchez 
Buyer 
P.6129 
business name(s) listed above on 
1/01/91 .. 
s/ ... Wanda S. Matranga 
The filing ol this statement does 
not ol itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation ol the rights of 
another under federal, s tate, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) . 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in,my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 001280 
p.618, 6/15, !W2, 6/29 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
EXECUTIVE FACILITY SER-
VICES 
1550 Heather Lane, Bldg. A 
Riverside, CA 92504 
P.O. Box1700 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Horioka Holdings, Inc. 
(If corporation or limited liability 
company, state ol incorporation or 
organization) California. 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation, 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
2/2Bl95. 1 
s/ ... George M. Horioka , 
The filing of this statement does 
not ol itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) I 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 05/30/00, 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on lile In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004173 
p.618, 6/15, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MITAVEND CO. 
519 Donatello Drive 
Corona, CA 92882 
Mitra Jalarkhanl 
519 Donatello Drive 
Corona, CA 92882 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
'1ransact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Mitra Jafarkhani 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec, 1440 et. ~eq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/02/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004276 
p.618, 6115, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SPLASH WRAP OF CALIF. 
CAPTAIN RON 
206 S. Buena Vista #58 
Corona, CA 92882-1928 
3410 F La Sierra Avenue #162 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Ronald Stringer (Lee) 
2065 Buena Vista 
Corona, CA 92882-1928 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans• 
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
6/21/94. 
s/ ... Ronald L. Stringer 
LLC/AI # M0286967 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a liclitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state , or 
common law (sec, 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/05/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy o( the original state• 
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004338 
p.618, 6115, 6122, 6129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ACE 1 MOBILE PRESSURE 
WASHING 
3586 Hadley Drive 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Ruben Cortez (Rosales) 
3586 Hadley Drive 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Pedro Cortez (Rosales) 
8067 Santropez 
Fontana, CA 92335 
This business is conducted by Co-
Partners. 
Registrant commenced to trans• 
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) iisted above on 
October 19, 1998. 
s/ ... Ruben Cortez Rosales 
The filing of this statement does · 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b 
&p code) 
Statement l iled with 1he County of 
Riverside on 06/12/00. 
I hereby certify 1hat this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state~ 
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, Co11nty Clerk 
FILE NO. 004515 
p,6/15, 6122, 6/29, 718 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WE THE PEOPLE FORM AND 
SERVICE CENTER OF 
RIVERSIDE, LLC 
6519 Magnolia Avenue 
. Riverside, CA 92506 
S1atement !Had with the County of We The People Form and Service 
Riverside on °5131100· ' Center of Riverside, LLC' 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 6519 Magnolia Avenue 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE OR 
$3,405 - $4,218.00/mo 
Skilled w ork repairing and maintaining machinery, equipment 
and s tructures. Requires journey-level training and experience 
in electrical, mechanical, plumbing,,- painting, and carpentry ' 
work and a CA Class C driver's license, Apply by 7fl/OO to be 
assured of consideration. For more Information or to obtain 
application package visit our webs ite at www aqmd gov. or call 
Human Resources at 909/396-2800. An EEO E mployer 
p.612 \ 
I 
' ' 
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Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant commenced to 1rans-
1Jct business under the lictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
February 7, 2000, 
s/ ... Ben Ari Manes 
The flUng of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation ol the rights of 
another under federal, stale, or 
common law [sec, 1440 et. seq, b 
,&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 00/07/00. 
f hereby cenify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004385 
p,6/15, 6/22, 6/29, 7/6 
The following person(s) is (are) 
. doing business as: 
TRANSPORTATION· EMPLOY• 
EES INVESTMENT CLUB 
16195 Gardner Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
RJ Williams, Jr. 
16195 Gardner Ave, 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Pannershlp, 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the l ictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
March, 1998. 
s/ .. ,RJ Williams, Jr. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a llctitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/12/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004506 
p.6/15, 6122, 6129, 716 
The lollowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BELPORT 
12745 Argo Place 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Robert Wilkerson 
• 12745 Argo Place 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti -
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ ... Robert Wilkerson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a l ictillous business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b 
&p cede) 
Statement liled with the County of 
Riverside on 06/05/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004321 
p,6/15, 6/22, 6/29, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
COLLEGE RID~SHARE 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Valerie Pellum-Titus 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Eugene Titus 
2863 Bragg Street 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
lndivid.uals • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tiou~ business name(s) listed 
above, 
s/ .. . Eugene Titus 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state ol a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of · 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
CQrrect cot>'t of the oriqinal state_-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004402 
p,6/15, 6/22, 6/29, 716 
• 
The following person(s) is (are) doing. 
business as: 
BLACK TOMB PRODUCTIONS 
5700 Loclvnoor Drive #84 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Billy Kendrick Wiltiams • 
5700 Loclvnoer Drive #84 
Riverside, CA 92507 
ThiS business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans• 
act business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) lls1ed above. 
s/ .. ,Billy Williams 
The fiing at this statement does not of 
i1seff aulhorize the use in this Slate of 
a fictttious business name in violation 
of the rights of another under federal , 
Slate, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement flied with the , County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. 
I hereby cenlly that this copy Is a cor-
rect copy of the original statemen1 on 
fie in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO, 004403 
p.6115, 6122, 6/29, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
NATIONAL ONE ESCROW 
NRG COMMERCIAL eROKERAGE 
NRG REALTY 
6700 Indiana Ave. #130 
Riverside, CA 92506 
National One Mongage Corp. 
6700 Indiana Ave. #130 
Riverside, CA 92506 ' 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act business under the fictitious busi-
nesa .name{s) listed above, 
s/ ... Jetfn,y S, Maus 
The INlng Of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the ~ of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement fited with the County of 
Riverside on 06/01/00. 
I hereby cenlly that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004232 
p.6/15, 6122, 612!}, 716 
NOTICE OF PETITION FOR 
PROBATE OF WILL AND FOR 
LETTERS TESTAMENTARY 
CASE NO. 078040 
HEARING DATE: 7/12/00 
Ralph Talley 
6017 Acacia Slreet 
Los Angeles, CA 90056 
Superior Court o Calttomia, County of 
Riverside 
4050 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 
Estate of ALLIE LOUISE TERRAY 
Publication will be in Publication to be 
arranged. PETITIONER RALPH 
TALLEY. Decedent's wiN and codicils, 
K any, be admitted to probate. Ralph 
Talley to be appointed executor and 
Leners issue upon qualttication. That 
ful authority be granted to administer 
under the independent Administration 
of Estate Act. Bond not be required 
for the reasons stated in item 3d. 
Decedent died on, March 17,2000 at 
Riverside, Calffomia, a resident of the 
county named above. Street address, 
city, and county of 'decedent's resi• 
dence al time of deattf>' 2404 Rancho 
Dr., Riverside. Character and estimat· 
ad value of the property of the estate: 
Personal property: ,$27,000.00; 
Annual gross income from real proper• 
ty $00.00; personal property $00.00; 
Total: $00,00: Real Property: 
$150,000.00. Will waves bond. Copy 
of decedent's will dated: 6·22·98. 
Codicils dated: None, Appoinlment of 
personal representative. Appointment 
of executor or administrator wtth will 
annexed: Proposed executor is 
named as executor in the wiN and con-
sents to act. Appointment of adminis-
trator: Petitioner is a person entitled to 
Letters. Appointment of special 
administrator requeS1ed. Proposed 
personal represenlative is a resident 
of Calttomla. The decedenl Is sur-
vived by no spouse as follows: 
divorced or never married, no chid, no 
issue of a predeceased child, 
Decedent is not survived by a 
stepchild or foster child or children 
who would have been adopted- by 
decedent but tor a legal barrier. 
Decedent is survived by issue of 
deceased parenls, all of whom are list• 
ad in Item 8. Decedent is survived by 
next of kin, all of whom are listed in 
Item 8. Decedent had no prede-
ceased spouse, Decedent is survived 
by next of kiri' of the decedent, all of 
whom are listed in Item 8. Listed in 
Attachment 8 are the names, relation-
ships, ages, and addresses, so far as 
known to or reasonably ascert11inable 
by pemloner, of (1) all persons named 
In decedent's will and codicils, 
whether living or deceased, (2) all per-
sons named or checked In items 2,5,6, 
and 7, and (3) all beneficiaries of a 
devisee trust in which the trustee and 
personal representative are the same 
person, 
Number of pages attached 1 
• Dated March 29, 2000 • 
sJ...Ralph Taley 
ATTACHMENT 8 
CASE NO, 078040 
ESTATE OF: ALLIE LOUISE TERRY 
Persons named in the Wil: 
Allen Thomas Teny, Jr,. (78) 
Brother 
2404 Rancho Drive 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Ralph Talley, (60) 
Nephew 
6017 Acacia Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90056 
Waymond Talley, (58) 
Nephew 
5353 Almont St. 
Los Angeles, CA ~0032 
Uoyd Talley, (56) 
Nephew 
5631 Glenford St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90008 
p. 618, 6115, 6122, 6/29 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE IN OWN~SHIP OF 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE LICENSE 
If an application for an ON·SALE 
license is made, the following notice 
must be published once within ten ( 10) 
days in a newspaper of general circ~ 
lation other than a legal or profession-
al trade plblieation. The publieation 
must be in the city in which such 
premises are situated, or if such 
premises are not in a city, then publi· 
cation shall be made in a newspaper 
Of general circulation other than a 
legal or professional trade publication 
nearest the premises. Affidavit of put),, 
lication shall be filed with the following 
office: 
Department ol Alcoholic Beverage 
Control 
3737 Main Street, Sutte 900 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 782-4400 
Notice of Application for Change in 
Ownership of Alcoholic Beverage 
License 
Date of Filing Application: June 9, 
2000 
To Whom tt May Concern: 
The Name(s) of the Appllcant(s) 
is/are: 
RUBIN MARK HARRY 
THIEL SUSAN PATRICE 
The applicants listed above are apply-
ing to the Depanment of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control to sell alcoholic bev-
erages at: 
3639 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Type at license(s) applied for. 
41-0N-SALE BEER AND WINE -
EATING PLACE 
business as: 
CNO PICTURE THIS 
28358 Inspiration Lake Drive 
Menttee, CA 92584 
Sarah Lynne Nattras 
23960 Rhodes Avenue 
Penis, CA 92570 
Jerome Paul Odette, Iii 
23960 Rhodes Avenue 
Penis, CA 92570 . 
Theresa Marie Chandler 
28358 Inspiration Lake Dr, 
Menifee, CA 92584 
This business is conclJcted by Co-
Panners. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act business under the fictitious busi· 
ness name(s) listed above, 
s/ ... Sarah Nattress 
Th~ flllng of this statement does not of 
beK authorize the use In this state of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the nghts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of . 
Riverside on 06/13/00. • 
I hereby certily that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, CoLflty Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004595 
p.6122, 6/29, 716, 7/13 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
DIVINE HOSPICE INTERNATIONAL 
13121 Zenobia Coun 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
541 N. Main Street, Suite #104, #153 
Corona, CA 91720 
Jacqueline Copeland (Yvette) 
257 Cecelia Way 
Oceanside, CA 92507 
Tamara Yvonne Motley 
22438 Scarlet Sage Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conctucted by Co• 
Panners. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans• 
act business under the fictitious busi· 
ness name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Jacqueline Copeland 
The filing of this statement does not of 
ltse~ authorize the use in this state of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec, 1440 et. 
seq. I'> &p code) 
Slatement filed with the County Of 
Riverside on 06/06100. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statemenl on 
file in my office. • 
GARY L ORSO, CoLflty Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004374 
p.6/22, 6/29, 7/6, 7/13 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
MC MEDICAL OFFICE MANAGE· 
MENT 
7682 Canberra Way . 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Mario M. Pei'ia (Morales) 
4486 Monticello 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Mario Peila 
The filing of this statement does not of 
Itself authorize the use in this state of 
a fictitious business name In violation 
of the r1ghts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06113/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement·on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004572 
The following person(s) is (are) doing p,6/15, 6122, 6129, 7/6 
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HOMETOWN VIDEO PRODUC- , 
TlONS 
1340 Halifax Or, 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Brandt Haas (Fred) 
1340 Halifax Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by, 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun tb irans--
act business under the fictitious liusi-
ness name(s) listed, above. 
s/, .. Brandt Haas 
The tiling of this statement does not of 
itseK authorize the use In this state of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with lie County of 
Riverside on 06/12i'oo. 
, I hereby cenlly tltat. dill copy_ is a cor-
rect copy of the origll'W $1'atemeni 01'1 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, Counly'Clerl< 
FIL~ NO. 004507 . , 
p. 6115, ~2', 6/29, 7/6 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
LILY'S BILLING SOLUTIONS 
10570 Orchard View Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Lilia Ann Ibarra 
10570 Orchard View Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans; ' 
act business under the fictitious busi• 
ness name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Lilia Ann Ibarra 
The flllng of this statement does not of 
itseK authorize the use in this stat'3 of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the rights of another ,µnder federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/07/00. ' 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor• 
reel copy of the original statement on 
file In my office. •· 
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004386 ' , 
p.6/15, 6/22, 6/29, 716 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: -. 
SHAY'S LAWN SERVICE 
3913 Ottawa 
Riverside, CA 92507 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Sharon Bligham (Denise) 
5760 Clifton Blvd, 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual, 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 10/92, 
s/ ... Sharon Brigham 
The filing of this statemenl does not Of 
itseK authorize the use In this state of 
a fictitious business name in violation 
of the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) • 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/09/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor· 
rect copy of the origina, statement on 
file in my offk:e. 
GARY L ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 00447 1 
p.6115, 6122, 6129, 7/6 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
CALFAM 
5760 Clifton Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Robert P. Calhoun (Paul) 
Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
for the following: ' 
Bid No. Title· Bidder's Conference Closing Date Contact Person 
#9596-23 Rule 2202-0n Road Vehicle 6/29/00 8/4/00 Connie Day 
M itigation options•Air Quality 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. (909) 396-3055 
Investment Program 
#9900-23 Solicit proposals for the Assessment, 6/30/00 9/1/00 Abid Latif 
Development & Demonstration of 9:00 a.m. 4:00p,m (909) 396-3132 
Effective Low• VOC Cleaning Systems 
#9900-24 Pre-Qualify Vendors for Library NONE 7/1 8/00 • Hiawatha Norris 
Services & Supplies 10:00a.m. (909) 396-2858 
#P2001 ·01 Solicit Quali fied Consultants to NONE 7/20/00 Sue Lieu 
·Develop Additional Analytical Toots l :OOp.m (909) 396-3059 
to Address Socioeconomic Impacts on 
a Spectrum of Facilities & Post-Rule 
Socioeconomic Impacts 
PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDDERS' CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY CALLING THE CONTACT PERSON BIDS 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM ANYONE NOT ATTENDING lHE MANDATORY BIDDERS ' CONFERENCE. 
The RFPs/RFQ may be obtained through the Internet al: 
h11p:l/www.aqmd,g_ovlrfpl 
If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFPsJRFQ mailed to you. telephone the contact per,;on. 
It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority•owned businesses, women-owned businesses, disabled veteran•owned businesses 
and small bu;inesscs have a fair and equitable oppommity to com~e for ,.;.,d parti~ipate ·in AQMD contra~~ : 
Leticia De La 0 
Purchasing Supervisor 
CITY OF AIVEASl'''DE 
peoPle Serving PeQp'-
POLICE OFFICER RECRUITMENT 
$3,374- $3,S.2 « $3,719 - $3,904 .. $4,101 « $4,.305 
EQUAi. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOVEA • ~EN & M~OAITtES ENeaJAAGED TO APA. Y 
Apply: Qty of Fiversid• Human Resources Oapattment 
3180 M~et SuN1. RlvQftide, CA 92501 
(QQQ)~ 
~ ;Qa~~ .. ue 
,· 
